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ALGEBRAIC SUBDIVISION IN SIMPLICIALLY CONTROLLED CATEGORIES
SPIROS ADAMS-FLOROU
ABSTRACT. We generalise the notion of subdivision of a finite-dimensional locally finite sim-
plicial complex X to geometric algebra, namely to the simplicially controlled categories A∗(X),
A∗(X) of Ranicki and Weiss. We prove a squeezing result: a bounded chain equivalence of suf-
ficiently algebraically subdivided chain complexes can be squeezed to a simplicially controlled
chain equivalence of the unsubdivided chain complexes. GivingX × R a bounded triangulation
measured in the open cone O(X+) we use algebraic subdivision to define a functor “ − ⊗Z′′ :
B(A(X)) → B(A(X × R)) that corresponds to tensoring with the simplicial chain complex of Z
and algebraically subdividing to be bounded over O(X+). We show that C ≃ 0 ∈ B(A(X)) if
and only if “C ⊗ Z′′ is boundedly chain contractible over O(X+). These results have applica-
tions to Poincare´ duality and homology manifold detection as a finite-dimensional locally finite
simplicial complexX is a homology manifold if and only if it hasX-controlled Poincare´ duality.
We prove a Poincare´ duality squeezing theorem that such a space X with sufficiently controlled
Poincare´ duality must haveX-controlled Poincare´ duality and we prove a Poincare´ duality split-
ting theorem with the consequence that X is a homology manifold if and only if X × R has
bounded Poincare´ duality over O(X+).
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that a global homotopy equivalence need not be local - not all homotopy
equivalences are hereditary. A classical theorem of Vietoris’ can be stated as
Theorem 0.1 (Vietoris ’27 [Vie27]). Let f : Y → X be a surjective map between compact metric
spaces. If f has acyclic point inverses, then f induces isomorphism on homology.
Since Vietoris, many people have studied surjective maps with point inverses that are well
behaved in some sense, whether they be contractible, acyclic, cell-like etc. The idea is that
we weaken the condition of a map being a homeomorphism where all the point inverses are
precisely points to the condition where theymerely have the homotopy or homology of points.
The approach of controlled topology, developed by T. Chapman, S. Ferry and F. Quinn, is
to have each space equipped with a control map to a metric space with which we are able to
measure distances. Typical theorems involve a concept called squeezing, where one shows
that if the size of some geometric obstruction is sufficiently small, then it can be ‘squeezed’
arbitrarily small.
The approach of bounded topology is again to have a control map, this time necessarily to
an unbounded metric spaceM , but rather than focus on the arbitrarily small to focus instead
on things that are bounded over M . An advantage of this perspective is the functoriality
obtained from not having to count epsilons.
Since the advent of controlled and bounded topology people have been studying the rela-
tionship between the two. An idea of Pedersen andWeibel is to use the open cone construction
to characterise when a map f : X → Y is an ǫ-controlled homotopy equivalence over M . For
M a subset of SN for someN , the open coneO(M+) is the infinite open cone in R
N+1 obtained
by taking all the rays out from the origin through pointsm ∈M+ = M ∪ {pt} where we have
added a point toM for technical reasons.
In this document we work in the setting of finite-dimensional locally finite simplicial com-
plexes. In [Ada13] a proof of the following is presented:
Theorem 0.2. Let f : X → Y be a simplicial map of finite-dimensional locally finite simplicial
complexes. Then the following are equivalent:
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(1) f has contractible point inverses,
(2) f is a an ǫ-controlled homotopy equivalence measured in Y , for all ǫ > 0,
(3) f × idR : X × R → Y × R is a bounded homotopy equivalence measured in the open cone
O(Y+).
Conditions (1) and (2) being equivalent is essentially well known, particularly for the case of
finite simplicial complexes. (see [JRW09] 2.18 for example.)
The goal of this paper is to develop algebra to relate the three notions of the above theorem,
with an application to Poincare´ duality in mind. Using the simplicial algebraic categories{
A∗(X)
A∗(X)
of Ranicki (c.f. [Ran92]) defined for a simplicial complex X , we prove an algebraic
generalisation of this theorem:
Theorem 0.3. LetX be a finite-dimensional locally finite simplicial complex. Let C ∈ B(A(X)) where
A(X) denotes either A∗(X) or A∗(X) and B(A) denotes the category of finite chain complexes in A.
Then the following are equivalent:
(1) C(σ) ≃ 0 ∈ A for all σ ∈ X , i.e. C is locally contractible over each simplex in X ,
(2) C ≃ 0 ∈ A∗(X), i.e. C is globally contractible over X ,
(3) “C ⊗ Z”∈ B(A(X × R)) is chain contractible in GX×R(A) with finite bound measured in
O(X+)
1
where GX×R(A) is theX-graded category of [Ran92].
Applying this to the algebraic mapping cone of a Poincare´ duality chain equivalence we get
the following corollary for Poincare´ duality:
Corollary 0.4. Let X be a simplicial complex as in the statement of Theorem 0.3, then the following
are equivalent:
(1) X has ǫ-controlled Poincare´ duality for all ǫ > 0 measured in X .
(2) X × R has bounded Poincare´ duality measured in O(X+).
In particular condition (1) is equivalent to X being a homology manifold, so this gives us a
way to detect homology manifolds.
The categories A(X) capture algebraically the concept “ǫ-controlled for all ǫ > 0” in the fol-
lowing sense: we define an algebraic subdivision functor Sd : A(X)→ A(SdX) for these cate-
gories generalising the effect of barycentric subdivision on the simplicial chain and cochain
complexes of X . If X is finite-dimensional and locally finite, then a chain complex C in
B(A(X)) has bound at most mesh(X) and so the bound of SdiC ∈ B(A(SdiX)) is at most(
dim(X)
dim(X) + 1
)i
mesh(X) which tends to zero as i → ∞. The subdivision of a chain complex
can be reassembled to give back a chain complex equivalent to one started with, thus any
chain complex C ∈ B(A(X)) can be given a representative with arbitrarily small bound in
B(A(SdiX)) for i sufficiently large. Applying this to Poincare´ duality, if we can show that a
simplicial complex has Poincare´ duality in A(X) then it necessarily has ǫ-controlled Poincare´
duality for all ǫ > 0, thus making it necessarily a homology manifold. However, apriori we do
not necessarily know if a Poincare´ duality space has Poincare´ duality in A(X).
A version of squeezing holds for these categories, namely that for a well behaved simpli-
cial complex X there exists an ǫ(X) such that if two chain complexes C,D ∈ B(A(X)) are
ǫ-controlled chain equivalent (not necessarily in A(X)) after subdividing them sufficiently,
then they are chain equivalent in A(X) without subdividing. A consequence of this is that
a simplicial complex with sufficiently small Poincare´ duality will necessarily be a homology
manifold.
1Here we giveX × R a bounded triangulation when measured in the open cone.
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Again the open cone can be used to characterise when a chain complex is chain contractible
in A(X). This turns out to be precisely when the chain complex “C ⊗ Z” in B(A(X × R)) is
X×R-graded chain contractible with finite boundmeasured inO(X+), where we giveX×R a
simplicial decomposition with uniformly bounded simplices measured in O(X+). This is our
algebraic analogue of the theorem above.
The key trick is that a chain equivalence between chain complexes in A(X×R)measured in
O(X+) can be translated exponentially towards {−∞} with the effect of decreasing its bound
by a scale factor. Combining this with the squeezing theorem allows us to obtain a chain
equivalence over a slice X × {t} for t large enough. The fact that the metric increases in the
open cone as you go towards {+∞} in R and the fact that the chain equivalence had finite
bound over O(X+) to begin with means that the chain equivalences on the slicesX×{t} have
control proportional to 1t measured in X .
This gives corollary 0.4 which is a simplicial complex version of the unproven footnote of
[FP95].
The reason our key trick above works so well is that f × id is already a product so by
translating it in the R direction we do not change anything. A natural continuation to the
work presented here is to tackle splitting problems where this sliding approach will not work,
in which case we expect there to be aK-theoretic obstruction over each simplex.
Section 1 recaps some preliminaries. In section 2 the geometric categories we work and
various assembly functors for them are defined. In section 3we define themain construction of
this paper - the algebraic subdivision functors and in section 4we prove some useful properties
of these functors. In section 5 we prove the squeezing theorem. In section 6 we introduce the
open cone, define a functor corresponding to tensoring with the real line and consider splitting
problems. Finally, in section 7 we apply all the methods of the paper to studying Poincare´
duality and homology manifolds.
Acknowledgement. This work is partially supported by Prof. Michael Weiss’ Humboldt Pro-
fessorship. The author would like to thank the Max-Planck-Institute in Bonn for its hospitality
where parts of this work have been carried out.
1. PRELIMINARIES
1.1. Geometry. This paper is concerned with finite-dimensional locally finite simplicial com-
plexes (f.d. l.f. simplicial complexes). We consider abstract (not necessarily embedded in RN )
simplicial complexes with a metric defined as follows. Let ∆n denote the standard n-simplex
which is defined to be the convex hull of the points (1, 0, . . . , 0), (0, 1, 0, . . . , 0), . . . , (0, . . . , 0, 1) ∈
Rn+1. Let d∆n denote the subspace metric inherited from the standard ℓ2-metric on R
n+1. An
f.d. l.f. simplicial complex X is given a complete metric dX , which we call the standard metric,
by defining dX to be the path metric whose restriction to each n-simplex σ ∈ X is d∆n . Dis-
tances between points in different path components are thus∞. See §4 of [Bar03] or Definition
3.1 of [HR95] for more details.
We shall often equip an f.d. l.f. simplicial complex X with the identity control map and
measure distances in X with dX , or given a map of such spaces p : Y → X we may measure
Y in X with control map p and metric dX . In this paper we only consider the cases where p
is a PL map. Regarding subdivisions X ′ of X we have two possible approaches: either use
idX : X
′ → (X ′, dX′) or idX : X ′ → (X, dX). We opt for the latter as we want subdivision to
make simplices smaller.
Let p : Y → X be a PL map of f.d. l.f. simplicial complexes that is linear on each simplex
σ ∈ Y . Then the diameter of σ measured in X is
diam(σ) := sup
x,y∈σ
dX(p(x), p(y)).
The radius of σ measured in X is
rad(σ) := inf
x∈∂σ
dX(p(σ̂), p(x)).
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The mesh ofX measured in Y is
mesh(X) := sup
σ∈X
{diam(σ)}.
If mesh(X) <∞ we sayX has a bounded triangulation. The comesh ofX measured in Y is
comesh(X) := inf
σ∈X,|σ|6=0
{rad(σ)}.
If comesh(X) > 0 we say X has a tame triangulation.
We write σ = v0 . . . vk for the k-simplex spanned by the vertices {v0, . . . , vk}:
v0 . . . vk := {
k∑
i=0
tivi|
k∑
i=0
ti = 1}.
We refer to the coordinates (t0, . . . , tk) as barycentric coordinates and to the point σ̂ := (
1
k + 1
, . . . ,
1
k + 1
)
as the barycentre of σ = v0 . . . vk. We refer to the interior of the simplex σ,
σ˚ := {
k∑
i=0
tivi|
k∑
i=0
ti < 1}
as the open simplex σ and we let |σ| := k denotes the dimension of σ = v0 . . . vk.
Given a simplicial complex X , we define the Barycentric subdivision, SdX , ofX by
SdX :=
⋃
σ0<...<σk≤X
σ̂0 . . . σ̂k.
We denote the ith iterated barycentric subdivision of X by SdiX .
For any simplex σ ≤ X we define the closed dual cell by
D(σ,X) := {σ̂0 . . . σ̂k ≤ SdX |σ ≤ σ0 < . . . < σk ≤ X}
with boundary
∂D(σ,X) := {σ̂0 . . . σ̂k ≤ SdX |σ < σ0 < . . . < σk ∈ X}.
We will call the interior of the closed dual cell the open dual cell and denote it by
D˚(σ,X) := {σ̂0 . . . σ̂k ≤ SdX |σ = σ0 < . . . < σk ≤ X}.
Note that for open dual cells D˚(σ,X) = D(σ,X)− ∂D(σ,X).
The open star st(σ) of a simplex σ ∈ X is defined by
st(σ) :=
⋃
τ>σ
τ˚ .
The closed star St(σ) of a simplex σ ∈ X is defined by
St(σ) :=
⋃
τ>σ
τ.
For Y ⊂ X , we denote by Fr Y the frontier of Y in X :
Fr Y := Y \Y˚ .
Given simplices σ = v0 . . . vk, τ = vk+1 . . . vm ∈ X define the join of σ and τ by
σ ∗ τ := v0 . . . vm.
We say that σ, τ ∈ X are joinable if σ ∗ τ ∈ X . For σ ∈ X , define the link of σ in X , link(σ,X) to
be the union of all simplices in X that are joinable with σ.
For a simplex σ embedded in Euclidean space and measured there via the identity map and
the standard ℓ2 metric it is a standard result that
mesh(Sdσ) 6
|σ|diam(σ)
|σ|+ 1 .
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Dually it is also true that
comesh(Sdσ) >
diam(σ)
|σ|(|σ|+ 1) .
For a proof of this assertion see the appendix. Consequently, as the metric dX is standard on
each simplex, measuring SdX in X with idX : SdX → (X, dX) we have that
mesh(SdX) 6
dim(X)mesh(X)
dim(X) + 1
,
comesh(SdX) >
comesh(X)
dim(X)(dim(X) + 1)
,
(1)
and so all finite iterated barycentric subdivisions SdiX ofX have bounded and tame triangu-
lations. Using idX : X → (X, dX) as the control map diam(σ) =
√
2 and rad(σ) = 1√
|σ|(|σ|+1)
,
for all σ ∈ X , so consequently mesh(X) = √2 and comesh(X) = 1√
dim(X)(dim(X)+1)
.
Definition 1.1. Let σ ∈ X be a simplex, and a ∈ σ˚ a point in its interior. Define the stellar
subdivision (σ, a)X of X at a to be the simplicial complex obtained by replacing σ ∗ link(σ,X)
by a ∗ ∂σ ∗ link(σ,X). We say (σ, a)X is a stellar subdivision of X .
In this paper we will only consider stellar subdivisions for which a = σ̂.
Definition 1.2. Let {σi}i∈I be a collection of simplices of X with pairwise disjoint open stars:
∀i, j ∈ I : st(σi) ∩ st(σj) = ∅.
LetX ′ be the subdivision ofX obtained by simultaneously performing stellar subdivisions at
σ̂i for all i ∈ I . We call X ′ a simultaneous disjoint stellar subdivision ofX .
Definition 1.3. LetX ′ be a subdivision ofX obtained by performing finitely many simultane-
ous disjoint stellar subdivisions. Then we call X ′ an iterated stellar subdivision ofX .
We will be primarily concerned with iterated stellar subdivisions.
Example 1.4. The barycentric subdivision SdX of a finite-dimensional simplicial complex is an iter-
ated stellar subdivision. It is the composite of | dim(X)| simultaneous disjoint stellar subdivision: first
all top dimensional simplices of X are stellar subdivided, then all codimension 1 simplices of X and so
on.
Definition 1.5. Let Prism(X,X ′) denote a triangulated prism ||X || × I such that the triangu-
lation of ||X || × {0} is X and ||X || × {1} is X ′.
Remark 1.6. Note that if X ′ is an iterated stellar subdivision of X , then having fixed a triangulation
of Prism(X,X) we obtain a triangulation of Prism(X,X ′) that is an iterated stellar subdivision of
Prism(X,X) by performing the same sequence of simultaneous disjoint stellar subdivisions on X ×
{1} ⊂ X × [0, 1] as we perform on X to obtain X ′.
For a complete metric space (M,d) the open cone O(M+) is defined to be the identification
spaceM × R/ ∼ with (m, t) ∼ (m′, t) for allm,m′ ∈M if t 6 0. We define a metric dO(M+) on
O(M+) by setting
dO(M+)((m, t), (m
′, t)) =
{
td(m,m′), t > 0,
0, t 6 0,
dO(M+)((m, t), (m, s)) = |t− s|
and defining dO(M+)((m, t), (m
′, s)) to be the infimum over all paths from (m, t) to (m′, s),
which are piecewise geodesics in eitherM × {r} or {n} × R, of the length of the path. I.e.
dO(M+)((m, t), (m
′, s)) = max{min{t, s}, 0}dX(m,m′) + |t− s|.
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This metric is carefully chosen so that
dO(M+)|M×{t} =
{
tdO(M+)|M×{1}, t > 0,
0, t 6 0.
This is precisely the metric used by Anderson and Munkholm in [AM90] and also by Sieben-
mann and Sullivan in [SS79], but there is a notable distinction: we do not necessarily require
that our metric space (M,d) have a finite bound.
Define the coning map jX : X × R→ O(X+) as the natural quotient map
X × R → X × R/ ∼
(x, t) 7→ [(x, t)].
ForM a proper subset of Sn with the subspace metric, the open coneO(M+) can be thought
of as all the points in the lines out from the origin in Rn+1 through points inM+ := M ∪ {pt}.
This is not the same as the metric we just defined above but it is Lipschitz equivalent.
1.2. Algebra.
Definition 1.7. Let A be an additive category.
(i) An A-chain complex C is a sequence of objects and morphisms of A
C : . . . // Ci+1
(dC)i+1 // Ci
(dC)i // Ci−1 // . . .
such that (dC)
2 = 0. The chain complex is finite if {i ∈ Z|Ci 6= 0} is finite.
(ii) An A-chain map f : C → D is a sequence of morphisms fi : Ci → Di of A such that
(dD)ifi = fi−1(dC)i : Ci → Di−1, for all i.
(iii) Denote by B(A) the category of finite A-chain complexes together with A-chain maps.
(iv) An A-chain homotopy P : f ≃ f ′ between A-chain maps f, f ′ : C → D is a sequence of
morphisms Pi : Ci → Di+1 in A such that
fi − f ′i = (dD)i+1Pi + Pi−1(dC)i : Ci → Di.
(v) An A-chain equivalence of A-chain complexes C,D is an A-chain map f : C → D with
an A-chain homotopy inverse, i.e. an A-chain map g : D → C with A-chain homotopies
PC : gf ≃ idC : C → C, PD : fg ≃ idD : D → D. This information will often be written
more concisely as
(C, dC , PC)
f // (D, dD, PD).
g
oo
We say that the A-chain complexes C,D are A-chain equivalent and write C ≃ D if there
is an A-chain equivalence f : C → D.
(vi) An A-chain contraction of an A-chain complex C is an A-chain homotopy PC : 0 ≃ idC :
C → C. If C admits an A-chain contraction, i.e. if C ≃ 0, we say that C is A-chain
contractible.
(vii) The suspension ΣC of an A-chain complex C is the A-chain complex
(dΣC)n := (dC)n−1 : (ΣC)n = Cn−1 → Cn−2 = (ΣC)n−1.
(viii) The algebraic mapping cone of an A-chain map f : C → D is the A-chain complex C (f)
with
C (f)n := Cn ⊕Dn+1
and boundary maps
(dC (f))n =
(
(dC)n 0
fn −(dD)n+1
)
.
Remark 1.8. An A-chain map f : C → D is an A-chain equivalence if and only if C (f) is A-chain
contractible.
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2. GEOMETRIC CATEGORIES AND ASSEMBLY
In algebraic Topology the passage from topology to algebra often loses valuable geometric
information. Geometric categories are designed to retain this information by having geomet-
ric information, namely a point in a topological space, associated to each piece of algebra.
Roughly speaking, this enables one to keep track of where the algebra comes from.
Let X be an f.d. l.f. simplicial complex and R a commutative ring. Denote by F(R) the
category of finitely generated free R-modules.
Definition 2.1. (i) Define the X-graded category GX(A) to be the additive category whose
objects are collections of objects of A, {M(σ) |σ ∈ X}, indexed by the simplices of X ,
written as a direct sum ∑
σ∈X
M(σ)
and whose morphisms
f = {fτ,σ} : L =
∑
σ∈X
L(σ)→M =
∑
τ∈X
M(τ)
are collections {fτ,σ : L(σ) → M(τ) |σ, τ ∈ X} of morphisms in A such that for each
σ ∈ X , the set {τ ∈ X | fτ,σ 6= 0} is finite.
The composition of morphisms f : L → M , g : M → N in GX(A) is the morphism
g ◦ f : L→ N defined by
(g ◦ f)ρ,σ =
∑
τ∈X
gρ,τfτ,σ : L(σ)→ N(ρ)
where the sum is actually finite.
(ii) Let
{
A∗(X)
A∗(X)
be the additive category with objects M in GX(A) and with morphisms
f : M → N in GX(A) such that fτ,σ : M(σ)→ N(τ) is 0 unless
{
τ 6 σ
τ > σ.
It is convenient to regard anX-graded morphism f as a matrix with one column {fτ,σ | τ ∈
X} for each σ ∈ X (containing only finitely many non-zero entries) and one row {fτ,σ |σ ∈ X}
for each τ ∈ X . Morphisms of
{
A∗(X)
A∗(X)
are to be thought of as triangular matrices.
Notation 2.2. In the case where it doesn’t matter which category is considered we will write
A(X) to mean either A∗(X) or A∗(X). Similarly A(X) → A(SdX) will mean either A∗(X) →
A∗(SdX) or A∗(X)→ A∗(SdX).
Example 2.3. Taking locally finite chains in the case of the simplicial chain complex, the simplicial{
chain
cochain
complex
{
∆lf∗ (X)
∆−∗(X)
is naturally a chain complex in
{
B(A∗(F(Z)))
B(A∗(F(Z))) with
∆lf∗ (X)(σ) = ∆∗(σ, ∂σ) = Σ
|σ|Z
∆−∗(X)(σ) = ∆−∗(σ, ∂σ) = Σ−|σ|Z.
Definition 2.4. Let (X, p) be a finite-dimensional locally finite simplicial complex with control
map p : X → (M,d).
Define the bound of a chain map f : C → D ofX-graded chain complexes by
bd(f) := sup
fτ,σ 6=0
d(p(σ̂), p(τ̂ )).
Define the bound of a chain homotopy P : C∗ → D∗+1 of X-graded chain complexes by
bd(P ) := sup
Pτ,σ 6=0
d(p(σ̂), p(τ̂ )).
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We say that a chain equivalence f : C → D of X-graded chain complexes has bound ǫ if
there exists a chain inverse g and chain homotopies P : idC ≃ g ◦ f : C∗ → C∗+1, Q : idD ≃
f ◦ g : D∗ → D∗+1 all with bound at most ǫ. 
Remark 2.5. When we measure in X with the identity map as the control map, then the bound of a
chain complex (or a chain equivalence) in A(X) is at most the maximum diameter of any simplex in
X , i.e.mesh(X). Thus by subdividing we can get a chain complex with control as small as we like that
when reassembled is chain equivalent in A(X) to the one we started with.
The following bounded categories are due to Pedersen and Weibel:
Definition 2.6. Given a metric space (X, d) and an additive category A, let CX(A) be the cat-
egory whose objects are collections {M(x) |x ∈ X} of objects in A indexed by X in a locally
finite way, written as a direct sum
M =
∑
x∈X
M(x)
where ∀x ∈ X , ∀r > 0, the set {y ∈ X | d(x, y) < r and M(y) 6= 0} is finite. A morphism of
CX(A),
f = {fy,x} : L =
∑
x∈X
L(x)→M =
∑
y∈X
M(y)
is a collection {fy,x : L(x) → M(y) |x, y ∈ X} of morphisms in A such that each morphism
has a bound k = k(f), such that if d(x, y) > k then fx,y = fy,x = 0. 
Definition 2.7. Let C ∈ B(A(X)). Define the chain complex C(σ) ∈ B(A) by
C(σ)n := Cn(σ), (dC(σ))n := ((dC)n)σ,σ.
Note that this is a chain complex because
0 = ((d2C)n)σ,σ =
∑
σ6τ6σ
((dC)n − 1)σ,τ ◦ ((dC)n)τ,σ = ((dC)n−1)σ,σ ◦ ((dC)n)σ,σ.
Definition 2.8. Let C be in B(GX(A)), B(A
∗(X)) or B(A∗(X)). Define the support of C by
Supp(C) :=
⋃
σ∈X:C(σ) 6=0
σ˚.
One could think of X-graded chain complexes as being supported on barycentres of sim-
plices, we take the convention that they are supported on open simplices.
The following proposition demonstrates possibly the most important property of the cate-
gories A(X) that “local = global”, namely a chain complex in B(A(X)) is globally contractible
if and only if it is locally contractible over each simplex. The proof of this proposition is anal-
ogous to the proof in linear algebra of the fact that a triangular matrix is invertible if and only
if its diagonal entries are. In such a case one can simply write down the inverse and as we will
see below given local chain contractions one can simply write down a global one.
Proposition 2.9. Let X be a locally finite simplicial complex, and let C be a chain complex in A(X).
Then,
(i) C is chain contractible in A(X) if and only if C(σ) is chain contractible in A for all σ ∈ X .
(ii) A chain map f : C → D of chain complexes in A(X) is a chain equivalence if and only if
fσ,σ : C(σ)→ D(σ) is a chain equivalence in A for all σ ∈ X .
This is a well known result ([Ran92] Prop. 4.7.) for which we present a new direct proof.
Proof. Part (ii) follows from applying (i) to the algebraic mapping cone of f , so it suffices to
prove (i).
(⇒) Suppose P : C ≃ 0 is a chain contraction in A(X). Then the diagonal entries Pσσ are
chain contractions in A for each C(σ).
(⇐) Suppose Pσ : C(σ) ≃ 0 is a chain contraction in A for each σ ∈ X . Then
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Pτ,σ :=
|σ|−|τ |∑
i=0
∑
τ=σ0<...<σi=σ
(−1)iPσ0(dC)σ0σ1Pσ1 . . . (dC)σi−1σiPσi
defines a chain contraction in A∗(X) for C ∈ B(A∗(X)) and
Pτ,σ :=
|τ |−|σ|∑
i=0
∑
σ=σ0<...<σi=τ
(−1)iPσ0(dC)σ0σ1Pσ1 . . . (dC)σi−1σiPσi
defines one in A∗(X) for C ∈ B(A∗(X)). 
Chain complexes in GX(A), CX(A), A∗(X) or A∗(X) carry lots more information than chain
complexes in A as we have geometric data associated to each piece of algebra. One can of
course forget some of this information, and this can be done in many different ways.
Definition 2.10. Let Y be a set of open simplices in X .
(i) ForM an object in GX(A), define the restriction ofM to Y to be the objectM |Y in GX(A)
given by
(M |Y )(σ) :=
{
M(σ), σ˚ ∈ Y
0, otherwise.
(ii) For a morphism f : M → N in GX(A), the restriction of f to Y is the morphism f |Y :
M |Y → N |Y in GX(A) defined by
(f |Y )τ,σ :=
{
fτ,σ, σ˚, τ˚ ∈ Y
0, otherwise.
(iii) For C a chain complex in GX(A), define the restriction of C to Y by
(C|Y )n := Cn|Y
(dC|Y )n := (dC)n|Y .
In general C|Y is not a chain complex, but for C ∈ B(A(X)) choosing Y carefully it is:
Lemma 2.11. Let C ∈ B(A(X)) and let Y be a set of open simplices in X such that
ρ˚, σ˚ ∈ Y : ρ 6 σ ⇒ τ˚ ∈ Y ∀ρ 6 τ 6 σ. (2)
Then C|Y ∈ B(A(X)).
Proof. Consider A∗(X). For all ρ 6 σ,
(d2C)ρ,σ =
∑
ρ6τ6σ
(dC)ρ,τ (dC)τ,σ = 0.
Suppose ρ˚, σ˚ ∈ Y with ρ 6 σ. If (2) holds then no terms are missing from the sum, so
(d2C|Y )ρ,σ = (d
2
C)ρ,σ = 0.
Similarly for A∗(X). 
Definition 2.12. Let Y , Y ′ be finite sets of open simplices in X .
(i) For an object M in GX(A) define the assembly of M over Y to be the object M [Y ] in A
defined by
M [Y ] :=
∑
σ˚∈Y
M(σ).
(ii) For a morphism f : M → N in GX(A) define the assembly of f from Y to Y ′ to be the
morphism f[Y ′],[Y ] : M [Y ]→ N [Y ′] in A given by the matrix
f[Y ′],[Y ] := {fσ,τ}σ˚∈Y ′ ,˚τ∈Y
with respect to the direct sum decompositions ofM [Y ] and N [Y ′] given in (i).
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(iii) For a chain complexC ∈ B(A(X)) and a set of open simplices Y satisfying (2) the assembly
of C over Y , denoted C[Y ], defined by
C[Y ]n := Cn[Y ]
(dC[Y ])n := ((dC)n)[Y ],[Y ]
is in B(A).
Definition 2.13. Let X,Y be f.d. l.f. simplicial complexes. An X-partition of Y is a collection
{Yσ|σ ∈ X} of subspaces Yσ ⊆ Y , each a finite union of open simplices in Y , indexed by
simplices σ ∈ X such that
(1) Yσ ∩ Yτ = ∅, ∀σ 6= τ ∈ X ,
(2)
⋃
σ∈X Yσ = Y .
We call the X-partition of Y
{
covariant
contravariant
if Y σ ∩ Yτ 6= ∅ if and only if
{
τ 6 σ
σ 6 τ.
Lemma 2.14. Let {Yσ|σ ∈ X} be a covariant or contravariant X-partition of Y . Then Yσ satisfies
condition (2) for all σ ∈ X .
Proof. Let ρ˜ 6 τ˜ 6 σ˜ in Y with ˚˜ρ, ˚˜σ ∈ Yσ and ˚˜τ ∈ Yτ . By the definition of covariance and
contravariance, we must have σ 6 τ 6 σ as ˚˜τ ⊂ Y σ and ˚˜ρ ⊂ Y τ . Whence τ = σ and condition
(2) holds. 
Corollary 2.15. A covariantX-partition of Y defines an assembly functor
GY (A)→ GX(A)
by assembling each Yσ to σ˚. This functor restricts to an assembly functor
A(Y )→ A(X).
A contravariantX-partition of Y defines an assembly functor
GY (A)→ GX(A)
by assembling each Yσ to σ˚. This functor restricts to an assembly functor{
A∗(Y )→ A∗(X)
A∗(Y )→ A∗(X).
Remark 2.16. • TheX-partition of SdX into open dual cells, {D˚(σ,X)|σ ∈ X}, is contravari-
ant.
• Let Y be any subdivision ofX and r : Y → X any simplicial surjection. Then theX-partition
of Y , {r−1(˚σ)|σ ∈ X}, is covariant.
Definition 2.17. (i) Let r : Y → X be any surjective simplicial map. Then r induces an
assembly functorRr : GY (A)→ GX(A) defined by:
• The assemblyRr(M) of an objectM in GY (A) is the object in GX(A) defined by
Rr(M)(σ) := M [r−1(˚σ)].
• The assembly Rr(f) : Rr(M) → Rr(N) of a morphism f : M → N in GY (A) is the
morphism in GX(A) defined by
((Rr(f))n)τ,σ := (fn)[r−1(σ)],[r−1(τ)].
By Corollary 2.15 and Remark 2.16,Rr restricts to give assembly functors
Rr : A(Y )→ A(X).
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(ii) Define the assembly functor
T : GSdX(A)→ GX(A)).
in the same manner as above by assembling each open dual cell D˚(σ,X) in SdX to σ˚. By
Corollary 2.15 and Remark 2.16 this restricts to give functors
T :
{
A∗(SdX)→ A∗(X)
A∗(SdX)→ A∗(X) .
BothRr and T extend to B of these categories in all the above cases.
Given assembly functorsRi : GX′(A)→ GX(A) for i = 1, 2 defined by assembling the follow-
ing X-partitions of X ′
{Yi(σ)|σ ∈ X}
and given a chain equivalence
(C, dC , PC)
f // (D, dD, PD).
g
oo
in GX′(A) define the assembly of this chain equivalence fromR1 toR2 to be the chain equivalence
in GX(A) given by
(R1(C), dR1(C), (PC)R1,R1)
(f)R2,R1 // (R2(D), dR2(D), (PD)R2,R2).
(g)R1,R2
oo
where
(((f)R2,R1)n)τ,σ := (fn)[Y2(τ)],[Y1(σ)]
and similarly for g, PC and PD .
Remark 2.18. Let r = r1 ◦ r2 be the composition of two surjective simplicial maps. Then
Rr1 ◦ Rr2 = Rr.
3. ALGEBRAIC SUBDIVISION
LetX ′ be an iterated stellar subdivision of an f.d. l.f. simplicial complex. In this section we
define an algebraic subdivision functor Sdr : B(A(X)) → B(A(X ′)) that generalises the effect
that geometric subdivision has on the simplicial chain and cochain complexes ofX when con-
sidered as geometric chain complexes in B(A(X)). In defining Sdr we use the crucial property
of Proposition 2.9 that two chain complexes in B(A(X)) are chain equivalent if and only if they
are locally chain equivalent in B(A) over each simplex of X . This means that one may replace
each local C(τ) with a chain complex that is chain equivalent to C(τ), but distributed more
finely over X ′. More precisely we view C(τ) ∈
{
B(A∗(X))
B(A∗(X))
as
C(τ) ⊗Z Z =
{
C(τ) ⊗Z Σ−|σ|∆∗(τ, ∂τ)
C(τ) ⊗Z Σ|σ|∆−∗(τ, ∂τ).
A simplicial approximation to the identity r : X ′ → X and a homotopy P : idX ≃ r provide
chain equivalences {
∆lf∗ (X)
∼−→ ∆lf∗ (X ′)
∆−∗(X)
∼−→ ∆−∗(X ′)
which restrict to local chain equivalences for all τ ∈ X :{
∆∗(τ, ∂τ)
∼−→ ∆∗(X ′)[r−1 (˚τ )]
∆−∗(τ, ∂τ)
∼−→ ∆−∗(X ′)[r−1 (˚τ )].
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Thus defining Sdr : B(A(X))→ B(A(X ′)) so that
Sdr C[r
−1 (˚τ )] =
{
C(τ) ⊗Z Σ−|σ|∆∗(r−1 (˚τ ),Fr r−1(˚τ ))
C(τ) ⊗Z Σ|σ|∆−∗(r−1 (˚τ ),Fr r−1(˚τ ))
we have that for all τ ∈ X ,RrSdr C(τ) ≃ C(τ) in B(A) and henceRrSdr C ≃ C in B(A(X)).
We now spell out exactly how Sdr is defined to have this local form and to be functorial.
As we are working with iterated stellar subdivisions we define Sdr first for a single stellar
subdivision and then use this to define Sdr for the more general case.
Definition 3.1. Let r : (σ, σ̂)X → X be the simplicial approximation to the identity uniquely
determined by a choice of vertex r(σ̂) ∈ σ to map σ̂ to. Define the algebraic subdivision functors
Sdr : B(A(X))→ B(A(σ, σ̂)X) by
(i) for C ∈ B(A∗(X)) and ρ˜, σ˜ ∈ (σ, σ̂)X set
Sdr (C)(σ˜)n = C(r(σ˜))n−|σ˜|+|r(σ˜)|, (3)
(dSdr C)ρ˜,σ˜,n =

(dC)r(ρ˜),r(σ˜),n−|σ˜|+|r(σ˜)|, ρ˜ 6 σ˜, |σ˜| − |r(σ˜)| = |ρ˜| − |r(ρ˜)|,
(−1)nidC(r(σ˜))n−|σ˜|+|r(σ˜)| , ρ˜ ∗ r(σ̂) = σ˜, σ̂ ∈ ρ˜,
(−1)n+1idC(r(σ˜))n−|σ˜|+|r(σ˜)| , ρ˜ ∗ σ̂ = σ˜, r(σ̂) ∈ ρ˜,
0, otherwise.
(4)
(Sdrf)ρ˜,σ˜,n :=
{
fr(ρ˜),r(σ˜),n−|σ˜|+|r(σ˜)|, ρ˜ 6 σ˜, |σ˜| − |r(σ˜)| = |ρ˜| − |r(ρ˜)|,
0, otherwise,
(5)
(ii) for C ∈ B(A∗(X)) and ρ˜, σ˜ ∈ (σ, σ̂)X set
Sdr (C)(σ˜)n = C(r(σ˜))n+|σ˜|−|r(σ˜)|, (6)
(dSdr C)σ˜,ρ˜,n =

(dC)r(σ˜),r(ρ˜),n+|σ˜|−|r(σ˜)|, ρ˜ 6 σ˜, |σ˜| − |r(σ˜)| = |ρ˜| − |r(ρ˜)|,
(−1)nidC(r(σ˜))n+|σ˜|−|r(σ˜)| , ρ˜ ∗ r(σ̂) = σ˜, σ̂ ∈ ρ˜,
(−1)n+1idC(r(σ˜))n+|σ˜|−|r(σ˜)| , ρ˜ ∗ σ̂ = σ˜, r(σ̂) ∈ ρ˜,
0, otherwise.
(7)
(Sdrf)σ˜,ρ˜,n :=
{
fr(ρ˜),r(σ˜),n+|σ˜|−|r(σ˜)|, ρ˜ 6 σ˜, |σ˜| − |r(σ˜)| = |ρ˜| − |r(ρ˜)|,
0, otherwise.
(8)
These formulae do indeed define functors Sdr : B(A(X)) → B(A(X ′)): the fact that Sdr C
is a chain complex is more or less immediate and functoriality follows from the fact that for all
ρ˜ 6 σ˜ there is a one-one correspondence
{ρ˜ 6 τ˜ 6 σ˜} oo 1:1 // {r(ρ˜) 6 τ 6 r(σ˜)} .
Remark 3.2. Note that the definition of Sdr depends on a choice of simplicial approximation to the
identity r : X ′ → X . It is not possible to define a subdivision functor Sd : B(A(X)) → B(A(X ′))
canonically but we will observe that the dependence on the choice does not matter in the cases we care
about the most and in fact being able to choose r will be an advantage.
Remark 3.3. Note that
(Sdr C)|r−1 (˚τ) =
{
C(τ) ⊗ Σ−|τ |∆∗(r−1 (˚τ ),Fr r−1 (˚τ )), C ∈ B(A∗(X))
C(τ) ⊗ Σ|τ |∆−∗(r−1 (˚τ ),Fr r−1 (˚τ )), C ∈ B(A∗(X)).
Hence it is possible to express Sdr C as a naive componentwise tensor product. Defining this tensor
product more rigorously is another way to see the functoriality of Sdr.
Theorem 3.4. Let X ′ = (σ, σ̂)X . A choice of simplicial approximation to the identity, r : X ′ → X ,
defines an algebraic subdivision functor Sdr : B(A(X)) → B(A(X ′)) such that there is a canonical
chain equivalenceRrSdr C ≃ C ∈ B(A(X)) for all C ∈ B(A(X)).
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Proof. We prove the Theorem for A∗(X), the proof for A∗(X) is similar. We proceed by con-
structing chain maps s∗ : C → RrSdrC and r∗ : RrSdrC → C. Then, by Proposition 2.9,
it suffices to find local chain homotopies in A: idC(τ) ≃ (r∗)τ,τ (s∗)τ,τ and idRrSdrC(τ) ≃
(s∗)τ,τ (r∗)τ,τ for all τ ∈ X .
Define the chain map s∗ : C → RrSdrC by setting (s∗)ρ,τ,n : C(τ)n → RrSdrC(ρ)n to be
the map with component to SdrC(ρ˜) given by
(s∗)ρ˜,τ,n =

(idC(τ))n, ρ˜ = τ, or σ 6 r(ρ˜) = τ and |ρ˜| = |τ |,
(−1)n+1(dC)r(ρ˜),τ,n, τ = σ∗ ≈τ , ρ˜ = σ̂ ∗ r(σ̂)∗ ≈σ ∗
≈
ρ,
≈
σ< σ,
≈
ρ6
≈
τ∈ link(σ,X),
0, otherwise.
Note that the component (s∗)τ,τ,n has the following form for all τ ∈ X :
(s∗)τ,τ,n : C(τ)n
= =
// RrSdr C(τ)n
=
(idC(τ))n ⊗ (Σ−|τ |sτ,τ )0 : C(τ)n ⊗ (Σ−|τ |∆lf∗ (τ, ∂τ))0 // C(τ)n ⊗ (Σ−|τ |∆lf∗ (Iτ ,FrIτ ))0
where s = (idX)∗ : ∆
lf
∗ (X) → ∆lf∗ (X ′) is the induced map on locally finite simplicial chains
and Iτ is shorthand for r
−1 (˚τ ).
Define the chain map r∗ : RrSdr C → C by setting
(r∗)τ,τ,n : RrSdr C(τ)n
= =
// C(τ)n
=
(idC(τ))n ⊗ (Σ−|τ |rτ,τ )0 : C(τ)n ⊗ (Σ−|τ |∆lf∗ (Iτ ,FrIτ ))0 // C(τ)n ⊗ (Σ−|τ |∆lf∗ (τ, ∂τ))0
and (r∗)ρ,τ,n = 0 for ρ 6= τ . Written out in components this is
(r∗)τ,ρ˜,n =
{
idC(τ) : Sdr C(ρ˜)n → C(τ)n, r(ρ˜) = τ, |ρ˜| = |τ |,
0, otherwise.
The verification that s∗ and r∗ are indeed chain maps is technical and rather unilluminating
so this is relegated to the Appendix.
Observe that
(r∗s∗)τ,τ = (r∗)τ,τ (s∗)τ,τ
= idC(τ) ⊗ Σ−|τ |rτ,τ ◦ idC(τ) ⊗ Σ−|τ |sτ,τ
= idC(τ)
as rτ,τ ◦ sτ,τ = id∆lf∗ (τ,∂τ).
Since r is a simplicial approximation to the identity, there is a P : r ≃ id which induces a
chain homotopy P : r∗s∗ ≃ id on simplicial chains. This restricts to a local chain homotopy
Pτ,τ : rτ,τsτ,τ ≃ id which in turn induces a local chain homotopy
(idC(τ) ⊗ Σ−|τ |Pτ,τ : (s∗r∗)τ,τ ≃ idC(τ).
An application of Proposition 2.9 provides a B(A(X)) chain equivalence RrSdr C ≃ C as
required. 
Definition 3.5. LetX ′ be a simultaneous disjoint stellar subdivision ofX , obtained by simulta-
neously stellar subdividing the collection of simplices {σi}i∈I . Let r : X ′ → X be the simplicial
approximation to the identity determined by a choice r(σ̂i) ∈ σi for all i ∈ I .
Define the algebraic subdivision functor Sdr : B(A(X))→ B(A(X ′)) by
Sdr|X\⋃i∈I st(σi) := id,
Sdr|St(σi) := Sdri |St(σi), ∀i ∈ I,
where Sdri is the algebraic subdivision functor for the single stellar subdivision (σi, σ̂i)X ,
defined with ri : (σi, σ̂i)X → X given by the choice ri(σ̂i) = r(σ̂i).
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ForX an iterated stellar subdivision define Sdr as the composition of the subdivision func-
tors for each single simultaneous disjoint stellar subdivision:
Sdr := Sdrn ◦ . . . ◦ Sdr0 ,
where the simplicial approximation to the identity r : X ′ → X is the composition r = r0 ◦ r1 ◦
. . . ◦ rn.
Proposition 3.6. Let X ′ be an iterated stellar subdivision of X . ThenRrSdr C ≃ C ∈ B(A(X))
Proof. It suffices to prove the result for a single simultaneous stellar subdivision as we can
compose chain equivalences. For a single simultaneous stellar subdivision by Theorem 3.4 we
know the result holds over the open star of each simplex being subdivided and we can glue
by the identity elsewhere. 
The following is a straight-forward observation.
Remark 3.7. Let Sdr : B(A(X))→ B(A(X ′)) be as in Definition 3.5. ThenD ≃ Sdr C ∈ B(A(X ′))
if and only if SdrRrD ≃ D ∈ B(A(X ′))
4. PROPERTIES OF ALGEBRAIC SUBDIVISION
In this section we note a few properties of the subdivision functors and verify the claim
that algebraic subdivision generalises the algebraic effect that barycentric subdivision has on
the simplicial chain and cochain complexes. Fix any iterated stellar subdivision X ′ of X and
algebraic subdivision functors Sdr : B(A(X)) → B(A(X ′)) defined using the simplicial ap-
proximation to the identity r : X ′ → X .
Lemma 4.1. C ≃ 0 ∈ A(X) if and only if Sdr C ≃ 0 ∈ A(X ′).
Proof. By Proposition 2.9 and Definition 3.5,
C ≃ 0 ∈ A(X)⇐⇒ ∀σ ∈ X,C(σ) ≃ 0 ∈ A
⇐⇒ ∀σ˜ ∈ X ′, Sdr C(σ˜) = Σ|r(σ˜)|−|σ˜|C(r(σ˜)) ≃ 0 ∈ A
⇐⇒ Sdr C ≃ 0 ∈ A(X ′).

Lemma 4.2. The subdivision functor Sdr commutes with taking algebraic mapping cones:
SdrC (f : C → D) = C (Sdr f : Sdr C → SdrD).
Proof. It suffices to prove the result for a single stellar subdivision as a gluing and composition
argument give it in the more general case, so let Sdr : B(A(X)) → B(A((σ, σ̂)X)). We prove
the A∗ case, the A∗ case is analogous.
First we verify that the n-chains are exactly the same:
SdrC (f : C → D)(ρ˜)n = C (f : C → D)(r(ρ˜))n+|r(ρ˜)|−|ρ˜|
= C(r(ρ˜))n+|r(ρ˜)|−|ρ˜| ⊕D(r(ρ˜))n+|r(ρ˜)|−|ρ˜|+1
= (Sdr C)n(ρ˜)⊕ (SdrD)n+1(ρ˜)
= C (Sdr f : Sdr C → SdrD)n(ρ˜).
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Next we check the differentials are the same in the various different cases. If ρ˜ 6 σ˜ with
|σ˜| − |r(σ˜)| = |ρ˜| − |r(ρ˜)| then
(dSdrC (f))ρ˜,σ˜,n = (dC (f))r(ρ˜),r(σ˜),n+|r(σ˜)|−|σ˜|
=
(
(dC)r(ρ˜),r(σ˜),n+|r(σ˜)|−|σ˜| 0
fr(ρ˜),r(σ˜),n+|r(σ˜)|−|σ˜| −(dD)r(ρ˜),r(σ˜),n+|r(σ˜)|−|σ˜|+1
)
=
(
(dSdr C)ρ˜,σ˜,n 0
(Sdr f)ρ˜,σ˜,n −(dSdr D)ρ˜,σ˜,n+1
)
= (dC (Sdr f))ρ˜,σ˜,n.
If ρ˜ ∗ r(σ̂) = σ˜, σ̂ ∈ ρ˜ then
(dSdrC (f :C→D))ρ˜,σ˜,n = (−1)nidC (f)(r(σ˜))n+|r(σ˜)|−|σ˜|
=
(
(−1)nidC(r(σ˜))n+|r(σ˜)|−|σ˜| 0
0 (−1)nidD(r(σ˜))n+|r(σ˜)|−|σ˜|
)
= (dC (Sdr f))ρ˜,σ˜,n.
The case where ρ˜ ∗ σ̂ = σ˜ and r(σ̂) ∈ ρ˜ proceeds similarly. 
Algebraic subdivision generalises the effect that geometric subdivision has on the simplicial
chain and cochain.
Proposition 4.3. Let X ′ be obtained from X by a single simultaneous stellar subdivision and let
Sdr : B(A(X)) → B(A(X ′)) be any choice of algebraic subdivision functor. Let C = ∆lf∗ (X) be the
simplicial chain complex ofX with respect to a choice of orientations [σ]X for all σ ∈ X . Then
SdrC = ∆
lf
∗ (X
′),
where∆lf∗ (X
′) is the simplicial chain complex of X ′ with the following choice of simplex orientations
[τ ]X′ = [τ ]X , σ̂ /∈ τ,
[ρ˜ ∗ σ̂]X′ = −[[ρ˜]X , σ̂], r(σ̂) ∈ ρ˜, σ̂ /∈ ρ˜,
[ρ˜ ∗ σ̂]X′ = [ρ˜ ∗ r(σ̂)]X , r(σ̂), σ̂ /∈ ρ˜.
The same is true of the simplicial cochain complex.
Proof. First we verify that the n-chains are the same.
Sdr C(ρ˜)∗ = C(r(ρ˜))∗+|r(ρ˜)|−|ρ˜|
= (Σ|ρ˜|−|r(ρ˜)|C(r(ρ˜)))∗
= (Σ|ρ˜|−|r(ρ˜)|Σ|r(ρ˜)|Z)∗
= (Σ|ρ˜|Z)∗
= ∆lf∗ (X
′)(ρ˜).
Next we examine the boundary maps in various cases. Suppose first that ρ˜ 6 τ˜ with |r(ρ˜)| −
|ρ˜| = |r(τ˜ )| − |τ˜ |. Then
(dSdr C)ρ˜,τ˜ ,n = (dC)r(ρ˜),r(τ˜),n+|r(τ˜)|−|τ˜ | = (dC)ρ˜,τ˜ ,n = (d∆lf∗ (X′))ρ˜,τ˜ ,n
since X ′|τ˜ = X |τ˜ .
Suppose τ˜ = ρ˜ ∗ σ̂ with r(σ̂) ∈ ρ˜. Then by the choice of orientations for simplices in X ′
(d∆lf∗ (X′))ρ˜,τ˜ ,|τ˜ | = −(−1)
|ρ˜|−1 = (−1)|τ˜|+1 = (dSdr C)ρ˜,τ˜ ,|τ˜ |.
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Suppose τ˜ = ρ˜ ∗ r(σ̂) with ρ˜ = σ̂∗ ≈ρ. Then
0 = (dSdr C)
2
≈
ρ,
≈
ρ∗σ̂∗r(σ̂)
= (dSdr C)≈ρ,
≈
ρ∗σ̂
(dSdr C)≈ρ∗σ̂,
≈
ρ∗σ̂∗r(σ̂)
+ (dSdr C)≈ρ,
≈
ρ∗r(σ̂)
(dSdr C)≈ρ∗r(σ̂),
≈
ρ∗σ̂∗r(σ̂)
= (d∆lf∗ (X′))≈ρ,
≈
ρ∗σ̂
(dSdr C)≈ρ∗σ̂,
≈
ρ∗σ̂∗r(σ̂)
+ (d∆lf∗ (X′))≈ρ,
≈
ρ∗r(σ̂)
(d∆lf∗ (X′))≈ρ∗r(σ̂),
≈
ρ∗σ̂∗r(σ̂)
where the last equality is given by the previous verifications. We get a similar four term ex-
pansion for 0 = (d∆lf∗ (X′))
2
≈
ρ,
≈
ρ∗σ̂∗r(σ̂)
which when compared to the above implies that
(d∆lf∗ (X′))ρ˜,τ˜ ,|τ˜ | = (dSdr C)ρ˜,τ˜ ,|τ˜|.
The case of the simplicial cochain complex is analogous. 
5. SQUEEZING
Since comesh(X) > 0 if we take i large enough we may construct the retracting map to
retract an ǫ-neighbourhood of each simplex back onto that simplex for ǫ < comesh(X). This
procedure is carefully detailed in Construction 5.1 and the result is proved in Proposition 5.4.
Construction 5.1. Let X be a fixed f.d. l.f. simplicial complex. We construct an N-parameter family
of simplicial approximations to the identity
{rj : Sdj+1X → SdjX}j∈N
together with corresponding canonical homotopies
{Pj : idX ≃ rj}j∈N
as follows.
Let r0 : SdX → X be defined by any choices of r0(τ̂ ) ∈ τ for all τ ∈ X .
For j > 1 consider defining rj : Sd
j+1X → Sdj X . For all τ ∈ Sdj X we must select a vertex
rj(τ̂ ) ∈ τ to map τ̂ to. For all τ ∈ SdjX there is a unique simplex ρ ∈ SdX with τ˚ ⊂ ρ˚. Each
ρ ∈ SdX can be written uniquely as σ̂0 . . . σ̂n for σ0 < . . . < σn ⊂ X and n = |ρ|. Note that
necessarily τ˚ ⊂ σ˚n. If n = 0, then τ̂ = τ = ρ is a vertex so we have no choice but to define rj(τ̂ ) = τ̂ .
Otherwise define rj(τ̂ ) to be any vertex v of τ which minimises the distance dX(v, σ̂0, . . . , σ̂n−1).
Since X is given the standard metric, if σ′ < σ is a codimension 1 face, then
dX(x, σ
′) = dX(x, ∂σ), ∀x ∈ σ′ ∗ σ̂.
Thus rj is chosen to minimise the distance to ∂σ for j > 1. Every simplex τ˜ ∈ Sdj+1 σ is contained
in σ̂ ∗ Sdj σ′ for some codimension 1 face σ′ < σ. All vertices of τ˜ are mapped by rj closer to σ′ (and
hence the boundary). Thus, by convexity of τ˜ , all points of τ˜ are mapped closer to the boundary by rj
for j > 1. Whence
dX(rj(x), ∂σ) 6 dX(x, ∂σ), ∀x ∈ Sdj+1 σ, ∀j > 1. (9)
Note also that for j = 0 the following holds trivially as both sides are zero
dX(r0(x), ∂σ) 6 dX(x, ∂σ), ∀x ∈ Sd (∂σ). (10)
Define Pj : idX ≃ rj to be the straight line homotopy for all j ∈ N. By equation (9), if j > 1 then
dX(Pj(x, t), ∂σ) 6 dX(Pj(x, s), ∂σ), ∀0 6 s 6 t 6 1, ∀x ∈ Sdj σ. (11)
If j = 0 this condition trivially holds for all x ∈ Sd (∂σ) but need not hold elsewhere.
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Definition 5.2. For all i 6 j, let ri,i+1,...,j denote the composition
ri ◦ ri+1 ◦ . . . ◦ rj
and let Pi,i+1,...,j denote the concatenation of canonical straight line homotopies
Pi(ri+1,...,j) ∗ . . . ∗ Pj−1(rj) ∗ Pj
Remark 5.3. Note that by construction 5.1 r0,...,j−1 and P0,...,j−1 have the following properties
r0,...,j−1(Sd
j(σ)\D˚(σ̂, Sdj−1 σ)) ⊂ ∂σ, (12)
dX(P0,...,j−1(x, t), ∂σ) 6 dX(P0,...,j−1(x, s), ∂σ), (13)
for all σ ∈ X , 0 6 s 6 t 6 1 and for all x ∈ Sdj σ\D˚(σ̂, Sdj−1 σ)).
Proposition 5.4. Let X be an f.d. l.f. simplicial complex, then for all ǫ < comesh(X) there is an
integer i(X, ǫ) such that for all integers i > i(X, ǫ), all σ ∈ X and all 0 6 ǫ′ 6 ǫ:
r0,...,i−1(Nǫ(Sd
i σ)) ⊂ σ,
P0,...,i−1(Nǫ′(Sd
i σ), [0, 1]) ⊂ Nǫ′(Sdi σ).
Proof. Take any ǫ < comesh(X). Let i(X, ǫ) be the smallest integer such thatmesh(Sdi(X,ǫ)X) <
comesh(X)− ǫ. Note we can find such an integer since dim(X) <∞ and
mesh(Sdj X) 6
(
dim(X)
dim(X) + 1
)j
mesh(X).
Hence for all i > i(X, ǫ),mesh(SdiX) < comesh(X)− ǫ so in particular
D(σ̂, Sdi−1X) ⊂ Sdi σ\Nǫ(∂σ) (14)
for all σ ∈ X .
The result now follows from (14), (12) and (13) as for all τ ∈ X ,
Nǫ(∂τ) ⊂ Sdi τ\D(τ̂ , Sdi−1 τ).

Corollary 5.5. Let ǫ, i and r = r0,...,i−1 be given as in Proposition 5.4. Then the induced chain
equivalence on locally finite simplicial chains
(∆lf∗ (X), d∆lf∗ (X), 0)
s∗=id∗ // (∆lf∗ (SdiX), d∆lf∗ (SdiX), P∗)r∗
oo
satisfies
s∗(∆∗(X)(σ)) ⊂ ∆∗(SdiX)[Sdi σ], (15)
r∗(∆∗(Sd
iX)[Nǫ′(Sd
i ∂σ)]) ⊂ ∆∗(X)[∂σ], (16)
P∗(∆∗(Sd
iX)[Nǫ′(Sd
i σ)]) ⊂ ∆∗+1(SdiX)[Nǫ′(Sdi σ)], (17)
for all σ ∈ X and all 0 6 ǫ′ 6 ǫ.
The dual chain equivalence on simplicial cochains
(∆−∗(X), δ∆
−∗(X), 0)
r∗ // (∆−∗(SdiX), δ∆
−∗(SdiX), P ∗)
s∗
oo
satisfies the dual conditions
s∗(∆−∗(SdiX)[Sdi σ˚]) ⊂ ∆−∗(X)[
⋃
τ>σ
τ˚ ], (18)
r∗(∆−∗(X)(σ)) ⊂ ∆−∗(X)[
⋃
τ>σ
(Sdi τ\Nǫ(∂τ\σ))], (19)
P ∗(∆−∗(SdiX)[Sdi ρ\Nǫ′(∂ρ\σ)]) ⊂ ∆−∗+1(SdiX)[Sdi ρ\Nǫ′/2(∂ρ\σ)], (20)
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for all σ ∈ X , 0 6 ǫ′ 6 ǫ and ρ > σ.
Proof. Statements (15)− (18) follow directly from Proposition 5.4. For (19) note that r∗ sends
Nǫ′(∂σ) to ∂σ and the support of r
∗ (˚σ) is all simplices in SdiX sent by r to σ˚, i.e. excluding
the boundary of σ. For (20) note that statement (17) is saying that P∗ maps simplices of Sd
iX
towards the boundary of the simplex in X that they are contained in. Consider P ∗ applied to
the region Y := Sdi ρ\Nǫ′(∂ρ\σ). The support of P ∗(Y ) is the set of points x whose paths
P (x, I) intersect Y . All points of ρ\Y that are nearer to ∂ρ\σ than they are to Y must have
paths disjoint from Y . This is certainly true for Sdi ρ\Nǫ′/2(∂ρ\σ) so the result follows. 
Corollary 5.6. Let C ∈ B(A∗(X)) and let r = r0,...,i−1. Then the chain equivalence of Proposition
3.6
(C, dC , 0)
sC :=s∗ // (Sdr C, dSdr C , PC := P∗)
rC :=r∗
oo
obtained by composing chain equivalences from Theorem 3.4 satisfies
sC(C(σ)) ⊂ (Sdr C)[Sdi σ], (21)
rC((Sdr C)[Nǫ′(Sd
i σ)]) ⊂ C[σ], (22)
PC((Sdr C)∗[Nǫ′(Sd
i σ)]) ⊂ (Sdr C)∗+1[Nǫ′(Sdi σ)], (23)
for all σ ∈ X and 0 6 ǫ′ 6 ǫ.
Let C ∈ B(A∗(X)). Then the corresponding chain equivalence
(C, dC , 0)
rC :=r∗ // (Sdr C, dSdr C , P
C := P ∗)
sC :=s∗
oo
satisfies
sC((Sdir C)[Sd
i σ˚]) ⊂ C[
⋃
τ>σ
τ˚ ], (24)
rC(C(σ)) ⊂ (Sdir C)[
⋃
τ>σ
Sdi τ\Nǫ(∂τ\σ)], (25)
PC((Sdir C)∗[Sd
i ρ\Nǫ′(∂ρ\σ)]) ⊂ (Sdir C)∗+1[Sdi ρ\Nǫ′/2(∂ρ\σ)], (26)
for all σ ∈ X , ρ > σ and 0 6 ǫ′ 6 ǫ.
Theorem 5.7 (Squeezing Theorem). Let X be a finite-dimensional locally finite simplicial complex.
There exists an ǫ = ǫ(X) > 0 and an integer i(X, ǫ) such that for all i > i(X, ǫ) setting r = r0,...,i−1
there exists a chain equivalence Sdr C → SdrD in GSdiX(A) with control at most ǫ measured in X
for C,D ∈ A(X), then there exists a chain equivalence f : C ∼ // D in A(X) without subdividing.
Proof. Let ǫ′(X) and i(X, ǫ) be chosen as in Proposition 5.4 and its corollaries. Set ǫ(X) =
1
5ǫ
′(X) and let i > i(X, ǫ). First suppose that C,D ∈ B(A∗(X)) and that there exists a chain
equivalence
(Sdr C, dSdr C , QC)
fi // (SdrD, dSdrD, QD)
gi
oo
with control ǫ. The following composition is also a chain equivalence:
(C, dC , rC(QC + g
iPDf
i)sC)
rDf
i◦sC // (D, dD, rD(QD + f iPCgi)sD).
rCg
i◦sD
oo
Examining this chain equivalence carefully we observe that it is in fact a chain equivalence in
A∗(X):
Consider rDf
isC applied toC(σ)which we think of as supported on σ˚. By (21), sC(C(σ)) is
supported on Sdi σ. Since f i has bound ǫ, we see that f isC(C(σ)) is supported on Nǫ(Sd
i σ).
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By (22), rDf
isC(C(σ)) is supported on σ, thus rDf
isC is a morphism in A
∗(X). For brevity in
the following analyses we call this reasoning arguing by supports and write
rDf
isC : σ˚
(21) // Sdi σ // Nǫ(Sdi σ)
(22) // σ.
See Figure 1 for an example of this argument for a 2-simplex.
PSfrag replacements
sC
rD
f i
FIGURE 1. Arguing by supports to show rDf
isC ∈ A∗(X).
By exactly the same argument we see that rCg
isD, rCQCsC and rDQDsD are all morphisms
in A∗(X), noting that gi, QC and QD all have bound ǫ. This just leaves rC(g
i(PD)∗f
i)sC and
rD(f
i(PC)∗g
i)sD to check. Arguing by supports both of these send
σ˚
(21) // Sdi σ // Nǫ(Sdi σ)
(23) // Nǫ(Sdi σ) // N2ǫ(Sdi σ)
(22) // σ,
so they are also morphisms of A∗(X), thus rDf
isC : C → D is a chain equivalence in A∗(X)
as required.
Next suppose that C,D ∈ B(A∗(X)) and that there exists a chain equivalence
(Sdr C, dSdr C , QC)
fi // (SdrD, dSdr D, QD)
gi
oo
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with control ǫ. Again the following composition is a chain equivalence which we observe to
be a chain equivalence in A∗(X):
(C, dC , s
C(QC + g
iPDf i)rC)
sDfirC // (D, dD, sD(QD + f iPCgi)rD).
sCgirD
oo
All of sDf irC , sCgirD , sCQCr
C and sDQDr
D are morphisms in A∗(X) as they send
σ˚
(25) // ⋃
τ>σ(Sd
i τ\N5ǫ(∂τ\σ)) //
⋃
τ>σ(Sd
i τ\N4ǫ(∂τ\σ))
(24) // ⋃
τ>σ τ˚ .
Similarly, both sC(giPDf i)rC and sD(f iPCgi)rD send
σ˚
(25) // ⋃
τ>σ(Sd
i τ\N5ǫ(∂τ\σ)) //
⋃
τ>σ(Sd
i τ\N4ǫ(∂τ\σ))
(26) // ⋃
τ>σ(Sd
i τ\N2ǫ(∂τ\σ))
// ⋃
τ>σ(Sd
i τ\Nǫ(∂τ\σ))
(24) // ⋃
τ>σ τ˚ ,
so are also morphisms in A∗(X). See Figure 2 for an example of this argument for a 1-simplex.
Thus sDf irC : C → D is a chain equivalence in A∗(X) as required. 
PSfrag replacements
σ˚
⋃
τ>σ(Sd
i τ\N5ǫ(∂τ\σ))
⋃
τ>σ(Sd
i τ\Nǫ(∂τ\σ))
⋃
τ>σ τ˚
rC
giPDf i
sC
FIGURE 2. Arguing by supports to show sCgiPDf irC ∈ A∗(X).
6. CODIMENSION ONE SPLITTING OVER THE OPEN CONE
We now consider the following algebraic splitting problem. Given a chain complex D ∈
B(A(X × R)) when can we find a chain complex C ∈
{
B(A∗(X))
B(A∗(X))
such that
D ≃
{
C ⊗∆lf∗ (R)
C ⊗∆−∗(R) ?
To answer this we must triangulateX × R and decide what ⊗means in this situation.
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We construct a Z-parameter family of triangulations of X × R which have a finite mesh
when measured in O(X+) with the coning map jX : X × R→ O(X+).
Construction 6.1. Let X be an (n − 1)-dimensional locally finite simplicial complex. Define a set of
points {vi}i∈Z in R by
vi :=

i, i 6 0,∑i−1
j=0
(
n+ 2
n+ 1
)j
, i > 0.
Note that for all i > 0:
vi − vi−1 = n+ 1
n+ 2
(vi+1 − vi). (27)
Fix a triangulation ofX×I once and for all which we write asPrism(X,X). Following Remark
1.6 and Example 1.4 this gives a triangulation of Prism(X,SdX) that is an iterated stellar
subdivision of Prism(X,X)which we further use to set
Prism(SdiX,Sdi+1X) := Sdi Prism(X,SdX).
For all j ∈ Z let tj(X × R) denote the triangulation of X × R where X × [vi, vi+1] is given the
triangulation Prism(Sdmax{i−j,0}X,Sdmax{i−j+1,0}X).
PSfrag replacements
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−1 −1
t0(X × R)t1(X × R)
FIGURE 3. Triangulating [0, 1]× R.
Remark 6.2. Note that for all j ∈ Z, k > 0: tj(X×R) is an iterated stellar subdivision of tj+k(X×R)
that is a k-fold iterated barycentric subdivision on X × [vj+k,∞) and the identity subdivision on
X × (−∞, vj ].
To show that the triangulations {tj(X × R)}j∈Z just defined have finite mesh measured in
O(X+) we need to study the metric on O(X+). In particular we have
Proposition 6.3. All simplices τ ∈ tj(X × [1,∞)) satisfy
meshO(X+)(Sd τ) 6
(
1− 1
(|τ | + 1)3
)
diamO(X+)(τ).
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Proof. Recall that for a simplex τ linearly embedded in Euclidean space we have
mesh(τ) 6
|τ |
|τ |+ 1diam(τ).
The proof of this fact in [Hat02] may be adapted almost verbatim to the metric on O(X+) to
give the desired result. The key difference is that when measuring the straight line in X × R
from (x, s) to (y, t) in O(X+) the usual equality for Euclidean space need not hold:
dO(X+)
(
(x, s),
1
m+ 1
(x, s) +
m
m+ 1
(y, t)
)
6= m
m+ 1
dO(X+)((x, s), (y, t)).
Letm 6 n = dim(X × R). We obtain an inequality using the formula for the metric on O(X+)
as follows. Suppose s 6 t. Then
dO(X+)
(
(x, s),
1
m+ 1
(x, s) +
m
m+ 1
(y, t)
)
= sdX
(
x,
1
m+ 1
x+
m
m+ 1
y
)
+
(
1
m+ 1
s+
m
m+ 1
t− s
)
=
m
m+ 1
(sdX(x, y) + (t− s))
=
m
m+ 1
dO(X+)((x, s), (y, t)).
Suppose instead that s > t. Then
dO(X+)
(
(x, s),
1
m+ 1
(x, s) +
m
m+ 1
(y, t)
)
=
(
s
m+ 1
+
mt
m+ 1
)
dX
(
x,
x
m+ 1
+
my
m+ 1
)
+
(
s− s
m+ 1
+
mt
m+ 1
)
=
mt+ s
(m+ 1)t
mt
m+ 1
dX(x, y) +
m
m+ 1
(s− t)
6
mt+ s
(m+ 1)t
(
mt
m+ 1
dX(x, y) +
m
m+ 1
(s− t)
)
=
(
1 +
s− t
(m+ 1)t
)
m
m+ 1
dO(X+)((x, s), (y, t)).
Since each simplex of tj(X × [1,∞)) is contained in a block X × [vi, vi+1] for some i > 1 we
have
s− t 6 vi+1 − vi =
(
n+ 2
n+ 1
)i
t > vi =
i−1∑
k=0
(
n+ 2
n+ 1
)k
= (n+ 1)
((
n+ 2
n+ 1
)i
− 1
)
. (28)
Hence
s− t
t
6
(
n+ 2
n+ 1
)i
(n+ 1)
((
n+ 2
n+ 1
)i
− 1
) 6 1
n+ 1
(
1−
(
n+ 1
n+ 2
))−1
=
n+ 2
n+ 1
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and so
dO(X+)
(
(x, s),
1
m+ 1
(x, s) +
m
m+ 1
(y, t)
)
6
(
1 +
n+ 2
(m+ 1)(n+ 1)
)
m
m+ 1
dO(X+)((x, s), (y, t))
6
(
1 +
m+ 1
(m+ 1)2
)
m
m+ 1
dO(X+)((x, s), (y, t))
6
(
1− 1
(m+ 1)3
)
dO(X+)((x, s), (y, t))
from which the result follows. 
Proposition 6.4. For all j ∈ Z: meshO(X+)(tj(X × R)) <∞.
Proof. For all j ∈ Z it is easy to bound the mesh of the lower blocks:
meshO(X+)(t
j(X × (−∞, 0])) = 1 <∞
meshO(X+)(t
j(X × [0, 1])) 6 meshX(X) + 1 <∞.
By Proposition 6.3 it suffices to show thatmeshO(X+)(t
j(X×[1,∞))) <∞ for j > 1 as tj(X×R)
is a subdivision of tj+k(X × R) for k > 0.
So let j > 0 and consider tj(X × [vj , vj+1]). This block is triangulated with Prism(X,SdX).
We estimate the maximum size a simplex can have here when measured in O(X+):
meshO(X+)(t
j(X × [vj , vj+1])) 6 vj+1meshX(X) + (vj+1 − vj)
= vj+1
√
2 +
(
n+ 2
n+ 1
)j
=: B(j) <∞.
Lower blocks necessarily have a mesh bounded byB(j) so we just have to check higher blocks.
By construction
tj(X × [vj+k, vj+k+1]) = Sdk tj+k(X × [vj+k, vj+k+1]),
so by Proposition 6.3:
meshO(X+)(t
j(X × [vj+k, vj+k+1])) 6 (1− 1
(n+ 1)3
)kmeshO(X+)(t
j+k(X × [vj+k, vj+k+1]))
= (1− 1
(n+ 1)3
)kB(j + k).
One can easily check that
lim
k→∞
(1− 1
(n+ 1)3
)kB(j + k) <∞,
so we are done. 
Corollary 6.5. Let n = dim(X) + 1. Then for all j ∈ Z, k ∈ N,
meshO(X+)(t
j(X × [vi,∞))) 6 (1− 1
(n+ 1)3
)kmeshO(X+)(t
j+k(X × [vi,∞)))
where vi = max{1, vj+k}.
Proposition 6.6. For all z1, z2 ∈ X × [1,∞),
dO(X+)(t
−1(z1), t
−1(z2)) 6
n+ 1
n+ 2
dO(X+)(z1, z2).
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Proof. Let z1 ∈ X × [vi, vi+1] and z2 ∈ X × [vj , vj+1]. Then
z1 =
(
x1, vi + s1
(
n+ 2
n+ 1
)i)
,
z2 =
(
x2, vj + s2
(
n+ 2
n+ 1
)j)
,
for some x1, x2 ∈ X , s1, s2 ∈ [0, 1]. Without loss of generality let’s assume
vi + s1
(
n+ 2
n+ 1
)i
6 vj + s2
(
n+ 2
n+ 1
)j
so certainly we have 1 6 i 6 j. Exponentially translating we get
t−1(z1) =
(
x1, vi−1 + s1
(
n+ 2
n+ 1
)i−1)
,
t−1(z2) =
(
x2, vj−1 + s2
(
n+ 2
n+ 1
)j−1)
,
From (28) we deduce that vi−1 6
n+ 1
n+ 2
vi. Hence
dO(X+)(t
−1(z1), t
−1(z2)) =
(
vi−1 + s1
(
n+ 2
n+ 1
)i−1)
dX(x1, x2) + vj−1 − vi−1
+ s2
(
n+ 2
n+ 1
)j−1
− s1
(
n+ 2
n+ 1
)i−1
6
n+ 1
n+ 2
((
vi + s1
(
n+ 2
n+ 1
)i)
dX(x1, x2) + vj − vi
+s2
(
n+ 2
n+ 1
)j
− s1
(
n+ 2
n+ 1
)i)
=
n+ 1
n+ 2
dO(X+)(z1, z2),
where we have used (27) to deduce that
vj−1 − vi−1 = n+ 1
n+ 2
(vj − vi).

Definition 6.7. For all k ∈ Z, define a PL isomorphism tk : X ×R→ X ×R, called exponential
translation by k, by
tk : X × R → X × R
s(x, vi) + (1− s)(x, vi+1) 7→ s(x, vi+k) + (1− s)(x, vi+1+k)
for all s ∈ [0, 1] and i ∈ Z. Note that tk maps the triangulation tj(X ×R) to tj+k(X ×R) for all
j, k ∈ Z.
By Remark 6.2 the exponential translation maps {tk}k∈Z can be thought of as subdivisions
for k < 0 and assemblies for k > 0. They induce isomorphisms of categories:
(tk)∗ :

A∗(tj(X × R))→ A∗(tj+k(X × R))
A∗(t
j(X × R))→ A∗(tj+k(X × R))
Gtj(X×R)(A)→ Gtj+k(X×R)(A)
for all j, k ∈ Z.
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Definition 6.8. For k > 0, exponential translation by −k thought of as an iterated stellar
subdivision induces algebraic subdivision functors as in Definition 3.5
Sdk : B(A(t
j(X × R)))→ B(A(tj−k(X × R))).
In general Sdk is very different to (t
−k)∗ but if (t
−1)∗(C) ≃ Sd1 C ∈ B(A(tj−1(X × R))) then
we say that the chain complex C ∈ B(A(tj(X × R))) is exponential translation equivalent.2
Example 6.9. Let C =
{
∆lf∗ (t
j(X × R))
∆−∗(tj(X × R)). Then (t
−1)∗C = Sd1 C by Proposition 4.3, so C is
certainly exponential translation equivalent.
The triangulations tj(X × R) and the exponential translation maps tk have been carefully
constructed to have the following key properties:
Remark 6.10. (i) Measuring in O(X+) with the coning mapmesh(t
j(X × R)) <∞.
(ii) If f : C → D ∈ B(Gtj(X×R)) has bound B <∞ measured in O(X+), then
(t−1)∗f : (t
−1)∗C → (t−1)∗D ∈ B(Gtj−1(X×R))
has bound
n+ 1
n+ 2
B when restricted to tj−1(X × [0,∞)) measured in O(X+).
Thus exponential translation (t−1)∗ allows us to rescale the bound of a chainmap inB(Gtj(X×R))
until it is small enough to apply the squeezing theorem. Taking this approachwith exponential
translation equivalent chain complexes yields the following:
Theorem 6.11 (Splitting Theorem). Let C,D be exponential translation equivalent chain complexes
in B(A(t1(X ×R))). If there exists a chain equivalence f : C → D in Gt1(X×R)(A) with finite bound
0 6 B <∞ measured in O(X+), then for all i > 1 there exists a chain equivalence
fi : C|t1(X×{vi}) → D|t1(X×{vi})
in A(t1(X × {vi})). Projecting to X × {1} this is a chain equivalence in A(Sdi−1X) with bound
tending to zero as i→∞.
Proof. If B = 0, just take fi = f | : C|t1(X×{vi}) → D|t1(X×{vi}). So suppose B > 0. For all
vj > B + 1 we can find an interval J := [vj− , vj+ ] ⊂ [1,∞) containing (vj − B, vj + B). Since
comesh(X) > 0, comesh(Prism(X,SdX)) > 0 and comesh(t1(X×J)) > 0 so we may apply the
Squeezing Theorem to it. Let
ǫ = ǫ(t1(X × J)), i = i(t1(X × J))
be as given by the Squeezing Theorem.
By Remark 6.10 there exists a k > i such that (t−k)∗f : (t
−k)∗C → (t−k)∗D is a chain
equivalence in Gt1−k(X×R)(A) with bound less than
ǫ
3 . Exponential translation equivalence
provides chain equivalences
φC : (t
−k)∗C
∼ // SdkC,
φD : (t
−k)∗D
∼ // SdkD,
in A(t1−k(X×R))with control at mostmesh(t1−k(X×R)) < ǫ/3, where Sdk is the subdivision
functor obtained from viewing t1−k(X × R) as a subdivision of t1(X × R). The composition
f˜ := φD ◦ (t−k)∗f ◦ φ−1C is a chain equivalence in Gt1−k(X×R)(A) with control < ǫ.
Consider the composition
fi :=
{
rD f˜sC
sDf˜ rC
: C → D,
where sC , rD, s
D and rC are as in Corollary 5.6 but with respect to the subdivision functor Sdk.
By the proof of the Squeezing theorem and the fact that Sdk = Sd
k on B(A(t1(X × J))), the
2Or equivalently if t∗Sd1 C ≃ C.
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restriction to t1(X ×{vi}) of fi, it’s chain inverse and the chain homotopies are all morphisms
of A(t1(X × {vi})) so we get
fi : C|t1(X×{vi}) → D|t1(X×{vi})
a chain equivalence in B(A(t1(X × {vi}))). Exponential translation equivalence of C and D
plus Lemma 4.1 give the desired fj for all j < i. 
Definition 6.12. Define a functor
“−⊗Z” : A(X)→ A(t1(X × {vi}i∈Z)) ⊂ A(t1(X × R))
by sending an objectM of A(X) to the object of A(t1(X × {vi}i∈Z)) that is Sdj M on X × {vi}
for j = max{0, i − 1} and by sending a morphism f : M → N of A(X) to the morphism of
A(t1(X×{vi}i∈Z)) that is Sdr0,...,j−1 f : Sdj M → Sdj N onX×{vi} again for j = max{0, i−1}.
As before this also defines a functor
“−⊗Z” : B(A(X))→ B(A(t1(X × {vi}i∈Z))).

Example 6.13. For C a chain complex in B(A(X)), we have that “C ⊗ Z” is exponential translation
equivalent. This is almost a tautology from the fact that by definition
t−i(tj(X × R)) = Sdi(tj(X × R))
and “C ⊗ Z” is defined to be Sdr0,...,i−1 C on t1(X × {vi}) where j = max{0, i− 1}.
Theorem 6.14. Let X be a finite-dimensional locally finite simplicial complex and let C ∈ B(A(X)).
Then the following are equivalent:
(1) C(σ) ≃ 0 ∈ A for all σ ∈ X ,
(2) C ≃ 0 ∈ A(X),
(3) “C ⊗ Z” ≃ 0 ∈ Gt1(X×R)(A) with finite bound measured in O(X+).
Proof. (1)⇔ (2): Proposition 2.9.
(2)⇒ (3): Immediate from the definitions and Lemma 4.1.
(3)⇒ (2): LetB be the bound of the chain contraction “C⊗Z” ≃ 0 in Gt1(X×R)(A)when mea-
sured in O(X+). Choose ǫ < comesh(X) and let i = i(X, ǫ) be as in the Squeezing Theorem.
We may choose j large enough so that vj − vj−1 > B, B/vj < ǫ and j > i. The restriction
of “C ⊗ Z” ≃ 0 to X × {vj} projects to a chain equivalence Sdj C ≃ 0 in GX(A) with bound
at most B/vj < ǫ. Applying the Squeezing Theorem we get a chain equivalence C ≃ 0 in
B(A(X)). 
Remark 6.15. Rather than defining a functor “−⊗Z” one could instead define “−⊗R”. The way to
do this is first to define
“−⊗I” : B(A(X))→ B(A(Prism(X,X)))
which is used to define “−⊗R” on lower blocks. Then compose this with a subdivision functor
B(A(Prism(X,X)))→ B(A(Prism(X,SdX)))
for the block t1(X × [0, 1]) and then with further algebraic subdivision functors for higher blocks.
Theorem 6.14 still holds with “ − ⊗R”. The proof is still a relatively straight forward application of
exponential translation invariance and the Splitting Theorem.
7. POINCARE´ DUALITY
In this section let R be a commutative ring and A = F(R). Since the simplicial
{
chain
cochain
complex
{
∆lf∗ (X)
∆n−∗(X)
is naturally a chain complex in
{
B(A∗(X))
B(A∗(X))
the results of this paper
have applications to Poincare´ duality.
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Definition 7.1. (i) An n-dimensional R-homology Poincare´ complex is an f.d. l.f. simplicial
complex together with a fundamental class [X ] ∈ ∆lfn (X ;R) such that the cap products
[X ] ∩ − : ∆n−∗(X ;R)→ ∆lf∗ (SdX ;R)
are chain equivalences.
(ii) An n-dimensionalR-homology Poincare´ complexX is called an ǫ-controlled Poincare´ com-
plex if there exists an i ∈ N such that viewing ∆n−∗(SdiX) and T ∆lf∗ (Sdi+1X) as chain
complexes in B(A∗(Sd
iX)) the assembled cap product maps
[X ] ∩ − : ∆n−∗(SdiX ;R)→ T ∆lf∗ (Sdi+1X ;R)
are chain equivalences in GSdiX(A) with control at most ǫ.
(iii) An n-dimensionalR-homology Poincare´ complex is called aB(A∗(Sd
iX))-controlled Poincare´
complex if the assembled cap product maps
[X ] ∩ − : ∆n−∗(SdiX ;R)→ T ∆lf∗ (Sdi+1X ;R)
are chain equivalences in B(A∗(Sd
iX)).
(iv) An n-dimensional R-homology Poincare´ complexX is an n-dimensional R-homology man-
ifold if for all σ ∈ X ,
∆∗(X,X\σ̂;R) ≃ ΣnR.
(v) An f.d. l.f. simplicial complexX is a combinatorial manifold if for all σ ∈ X ,
link(σ,X) ∼= Sn−|σ|−1.
(vi) For an n-dimensional R-homology Poincare´ complex X we say that X × R is a bounded
(n + 1)-dimensional Poincare´ complex measured in O(X+) if there is a B < ∞ and a funda-
mental class [t1(X × R)] ∈ ∆lfn+1(t(X × R)) such that the cap products
[t1(X × R)] ∩ − : ∆n+1−∗(t1(X × R))→ T ∆lf∗ (Sd t1(X × R))
are chain equivalences in Gt1(X×R)(A) with bound at most B measured in O(X+). Note
here Sd t1(X × R) is the global barycentric subdivision of t1(X × R).
Remark 7.2. Note that, by Proposition 2.9, X has B(A∗(Sd
iX))-controlled Poincare´ if and only if
(D(σ,X), ∂D(σ,X)) is an (n− |σ|)-dimensional R-homology Poincare´ pair.
This section is devoted to proving the following result
Theorem 7.3. Let X be an n-dimensional R-homology Poincare´ complex. Then the following are
equivalent
(1) X is an n-dimensional R-homology manifold.
(2) X is an ǫ-controlled Poincare´ complex, for all ǫ > 0.
(3) X is a B(A∗(Sd
iX))-controlled Poincare´ complex, for all i ∈ N.
(4) X is a B(A∗(X))-controlled Poincare´ complex.
(5) X × R is a bounded Poincare´ complex over O(X+).
Proof. (1)⇔ (4): Proposition 7.4.
(3)⇒ (4): Trivial.
(4)⇒ (3): Theorem 7.9.
(3)⇒ (2): A consequence of the fact thatmesh(SdiX)→ 0 as i→∞.
(2)⇒ (4): The Poincare´ duality Squeezing Theorem.
(5)⇒ (3): The Poincare´ duality Splitting Theorem.
(3)⇒ (5): Apply “−⊗R” to the chain equivalence
∆n−∗(X) ≃ T ∆lf∗ (SdX) ∈ B(A∗(X)).

The following is due to Ranicki.
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Proposition 7.4. Let X be an n-dimensional R-homology Poincare´ complex. Then X is a an n-
dimensional R-homology manifold if and only if X has B(A∗(X))-controlled Poincare´ duality.
Proof. Observe that
∆∗(X,X\σ̂;R) ∼= ∆∗(σ ∗ link(σ,X), σ ∗ link(σ,X)\σ̂;R)
∼= ∆∗(σ ∗ ∂D(σ,X), ∂σ ∗ link(σ,X);R)
∼= ∆∗(S|σ|−1 ∗D(σ,X), S|σ|−1 ∗ ∂D(σ,X);R)
∼= Σ|σ|∆∗(D(σ,X), ∂D(σ,X);R),
where we have used the fact that there is a simplicial isomorphism
∂D(σ,X) ∼= Sd link(σ,X).
Hence,X is an n-dimensional R-homology manifold if and only if
ΣnR ∼= Σ|σ|∆∗(D(σ,X), ∂D(σ,X);R)
if and only if
∆∗(D(σ,X), ∂D(σ,X);R) ≃ Σn−|σ|R = ∆n−∗(σ, ∂σ),
i.e. if and only if X has B(A∗(X))-controlled Poincare´ duality. 
Remark 7.5. Since (σ, ∂σ) is an |σ|-dimensional combinatorial manifold with boundary setting σ = τk
we necessarily have
link(τ̂0 . . . τ̂k, Sd τk) ∼= S|τk|−k−1.
Corollary 7.6. D˚(τ̂0 . . . τ̂k, Sd τk) ∼= ∆˚|τk|−k
Proof.
D˚(τ̂0 . . . τ̂k, Sd τk) = Int(̂̂τ0 . . . τ̂k ∗ ∂D(τ̂0 . . . τ̂k, Sd τk))
∼= Int(pt ∗ Sd link(τ̂0 . . . τ̂k, Sd τk, Sd τk))
∼= Int(pt ∗ SdS|τk|−k−1)
∼= ∆˚|τk|−k.

Proposition 7.7. There is a PL isomorphism
D˚(τ̂0 . . . τ̂k, SdX)→ D˚(τ̂0 . . . τ̂k, Sd τk) ∗ ∂D(τk, X).
Proof. A vertex σ̂ ∈ D˚(τ̂0 . . . τ̂k, SdX) has σ = σ̂0 . . . σ̂m for some σ0 < . . . < σm ⊂ SdX with
τ̂0 . . . τ̂k < σ̂0 . . . σ̂m. Thus there is an l > k such that σl = τk. Whence τ̂0 . . . τ̂k 6 σ̂0 . . . σ̂l ∈
Sd τk and τk < σl+1 < . . . < σm ⊂ SdX . In particular if l < m we have σ̂l+1 . . . σ̂m ∈
∂D(τk, X).
Define a PL map by
Φ : D˚(τ̂0 . . . τ̂k, SdX) → D˚(τ̂0 . . . τ̂k, Sd τk) ∗ ∂D(τk, X)
σ̂ 7→

σ̂ ∈ D˚(τ̂0 . . . τ̂k, Sd τk), l = m,
σ̂k+1 . . . σ̂m ∈ ∂D(τk, X), l = k,
1
2
(σ̂0 . . . σ̂l) +
1
2
(σ̂l+1 . . . σ̂m), otherwise.
An elementary, yet lengthy calculation verifies this is indeed a PL isomorphism. 
Corollary 7.8. Since
D˚(τ̂0 . . . τ̂k, Sd τk) ∗ ∂D(τk, X) ∼= ∂D(τ̂0 . . . τ̂k, Sd τk) ∗ D˚(τk, X)
we get that
D˚(τ̂0 . . . τ̂k, SdX) ∼= S|τk|−k−1 ∗ D˚(τk, X). (29)
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Theorem 7.9. Let X be an n-dimensional R-homology Poincare´ complex. Then X has B(A(X))-
controlled Poincare´ duality if and only if X has B(A(SdX))-controlled Poincare´ duality.
Proof. This is now a direct consequence of equation (29). 
Theorem 7.10 (Poincare´ Duality Squeezing). Let X be an n-dimensional R-homology Poincare´
complex. There exists an ǫ = ǫ(X) > 0 and an integer i = i(X, ǫ) such that for all j > i if X has an
ǫ-controlled Poincare´ duality chain equivalence
[X ] ∩ − : ∆n−∗(SdiX)→ Ti∆lf∗ (Sdi+1X),
thenX has B(A∗(X))-controlled Poincare´ duality.
Proof. Let ǫ = ǫ(SdX) and i = i(SdX, ǫ) be as in Theorem 5.7. Let j > i and suppose that
[X ] ∩ − : ∆n−∗(Sdj X ;R)→ T ∆lf∗ (Sdj+1X ;R)
are chain equivalences in GSdj X(A) with control at most ǫ. By Proposition 4.3
∆n−∗(Sdj X) = SdrX ∆
n−∗(X),
∆lf∗ (Sd
j+1X) = SdrSdX ∆
lf
∗ (SdX),
for functors
SdrX : B(A∗(X))→ B(A∗(Sdj X)),
SdrSdX : B(A
∗(SdX))→ B(A∗(Sdj+1X))
defined using any valid choice of simplicial approximations to the identity
rX : Sd
j X → X,
rSdX : Sd
j+1X → SdX.
Let rX : Sd
j X → X be defined as a composition of simplicial approximations to the identity
where at each stage the barycentres τ̂ of simplices are sent to whichever vertex of τ is the
closest to a vertex of X . Define rSdX the same way but always mapping barycentres towards
vertices of SdX . Let PX : idX ≃ rX and PSdX : idSdX ≃ rSdX be the usual canonically
defined homotopies. We play the geometric properties of rX and rSdX off against each other
to obtain the desired results.
Let C := ∆n−∗(X) ∈ B(A∗(X)) and D := ∆lf∗ (SdX) ∈ B(A∗(SdX)). Following the proof
of Theorem 5.7 rSdX and PSdX induces a chain equivalence
(SdrSdX D, dSdrSdX D, (PSdX)D)
(rSdX)D // (D, dD, 0)
(sSdX)D
oo
which assembles to
Tj((SdrSdX D), (dSdrSdX D)Tj ,Tj , ((PSdX)D)Tj ,Tj)
((rSdX )D)T0,Tj // (T0D, (dD)T0,T0 , 0)
((sSdX)D)Tj ,T0
oo
where Tj : B(A∗(Sdj+1X) → B(A∗(Sdj X) denotes the functor that assembles dual cells in
Sdj+1X . Composing this with the chain equivalence
(C, dC , 0)
(rX)
C
// (SdrX C, dSdrX C , (PX)
C),
(sX )
C
oo
induced by (rX , PX) and the ǫ-controlled chain equivalence
(SdrX C, dSdrX C , QC)
φ // (Tj(SdrSdX D), (dSdrSdX D)Tj,Tj , QD),ψoo
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which exists by hypothesis this yields the following chain equivalence
(C, dC , (sX)
C(QC + ψ((PSdX)D)Tj ,Tjφ)(rX )
C)
((rSdX)D)T0,Tjφ(rX)
C

(T0D, (dD)T0,T0 , ((rSdX)D)T0,Tj (QD + φ(PX)Cψ)((sSdX)D)Tj ,T0).
(sX )
Cφ((sSdX)D)Tj ,T0
OO
Examining the properties of rX , rSdX , T0 and Tj we observe that this is seen to be a chain
equivalence in B(A∗(X)). The properties we need are that for all σ ∈ X :
r−1X (˚σ) ⊂ NcX (Sdj−1D(˚σ,X)), (30)
Tj(Nǫ(r−1X (˚σ))) ⊂
⋃
τ∈D(σ,X)
r−1SdX (˚τ ), (31)
(PX)
C : C[NcSdX+ǫ(Sd
j−1D(σ,X))]→ C[NcSdX+ǫ(Sdj−1D(σ,X))], (32)⋃
τ∈D(σ,X)
r−1SdX (˚τ ) ⊂ Tj(Sdj st(˚σ)\N3ǫ(∂(St σ˚\st σ˚))). (33)
FIGURE 4. Illustrating equation (31) with LHS in blue and RHS in red.
The first claim is immediate from the definition of rX ; all simplices spanned by vertices in
D˚(v,X) are mapped to v hence are in r−1X (v). All other simplices in D(v,X) are contained
within NcX (∂D(v,X)) so the result follows.
Claim (31) is given by
Tj(Nǫ(r−1X (˚σ))) ⊂ Nǫ+cSdX (Sd r−1X (˚σ)) ⊂ Nǫ+cX+cSdX (Sdj D(˚σ,X)) ⊂
⋃
τ∈D(σ,X)
r−1SdX (˚τ ),
where the second inclusion follows from (30) and the third from the fact that
ǫ+ cX + cSdX < comesh(SdX).
Claim (32) similarly follows from the definition of rX ; (PX)
C maps a region to all simplices
whose tracks under PX go through that region. The regionNcSdX+ǫ(Sd
j−1D(σ,X)) only con-
tains simplices that are furthest from their destination as illustrated by Figure 5 on page 31.
Hence the claim holds.
Claim (33) is given by⋃
τ∈D(σ,X)
r−1SdX (˚τ ) = Sd
j st(˚σ)\
⋃
ρ∈∂(St(˚σ))
r−1SdX(ρ˚) ⊂ Sdj st(˚σ)\N4ǫ(∂(St σ˚\st σ˚))
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FIGURE 5.
since 4ǫ < comesh(SdX). Thus the claim holds as Tj reduces 4ǫ to 4ǫ− cSdX > 3ǫ.
Now we show that the chain equivalence C ∼= T0D is a chain equivalence in B(A∗(X)) by
proving that the maps
(i) ((rSdX)D)T0,Tjφ(rX )
C ,
(ii) (sX)
Cψ((sSdX)D)Tj ,T0 ,
(iii) (sX)
C(QC + ψ((PSdX)D)Tj ,Tjφ)(rX )
C) and
(iv) ((rSdX)D)T0,Tj(QD + φ(PX)
Cψ)((sSdX)D)Tj ,T0
are morphisms of A∗(X). We may ignore QC and QD in our calculations as these have control
ǫ andmust be strictly better behaved than ψ((PSdX)D)Tj ,Tjφ and φ(PX)
Cψ respectively. Using
the above observations and arguing by supports as in the proof of Theorem 5.7 we have
(i) σ˚
(rX )
C
// r−1X (˚σ)
φ // Tj(Nǫ(r−1X (˚σ))) ⊂
⋃
τ∈D(σ,X) r
−1
SdX (˚τ )
(rSdX)D // D(σ,X) = T0(st σ˚),
(ii) T0(˚σ) = D˚(σ,X)
(sSdX )D // SdjD(σ,X) ⊂ Tj(NcSdX (Sdj−1D(σ,X)))
ψ // Nǫ+cSdX (Sd
j−1D(σ,X)) ⊂ Sdj (st σ˚) (sX )
C
// st σ˚,
(iii) σ˚
(rX )
C
// r−1X (˚σ)
φ // Tj(Nǫ(r−1X (˚σ))) ⊂
⋃
τ∈D(σ,X) r
−1
SdX (˚τ )
(PSdX)D // ⋃
τ∈D(σ,X) r
−1
SdX (˚τ ) ⊂ Tj(Sdj st(˚σ)\N3ǫ(∂(St σ˚\st σ˚)))
ψ // Sdj st(˚σ)\N2ǫ(∂(St σ˚\st σ˚)) ⊂ Sdj st(˚σ)
(sX )
C
// st(˚σ),
(iv) T0(˚σ) = D˚(σ,X)
(sSdX )D // SdjD(σ,X) ⊂ Tj(NcSdX (Sdj−1D(σ,X)))
ψ // Nǫ+cSdX (Sd
j−1D(σ,X))
(PX )
C
// Nǫ+cSdX (Sd
j−1D(σ,X))
φ // N2ǫ+cSdX (Sd
j−1D(σ,X)) ⊂ ⋃τ∈D(σ,X) r−1SdX (˚τ ) (rSdX )D // D(σ,X) = T0(st σ˚).
This completes the proof. 
We also have a Poincare´ duality splitting theorem.
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Remark 7.11. Note that
(t)∗T ∆lf∗ (t1(X × R)) = T ∆lf∗ (Sd1 t1(X × R)).
Theorem 7.12. IfX×R has bounded (n+1)-dimensional Poincare´ duality measured in O(X+) then
X is a B(A∗(Sd
iX))-controlled Poincare´ complex, for all i ∈ N.
Proof. By assumption there is a B <∞ and Poincare´ duality chain equivalences
φ = [t1(X × R)] ∩ − : ∆n+1−∗(t1(X × R))→ T ∆lf∗ (Sd t1(X × R))
in Gt1(X×R)(A) with control B.
If B = 0, φ is diagonal and hence a chain equivalence in B(A∗(t
1(X × R))). The restriction
to t1(X × {vi}) is hence a chain equivalence
∆n+1−∗(t1(X × {vi}))→ T ∆lf∗ (Sd t1(X × R))|t1(X×{vi}) (34)
in B(A∗(t
1(X × R))) = B(A∗(SdiX)).
Since for all τ ∈ SdiX :
D˚(τ × {vi}, t1(X × R)) ∼= D˚(τ, SdiX)× D˚({vi},R)
we deduce that
T ∆lf∗ (Sd t1(X × R))|t1(X×{vi}) ≃ T ∆lf∗−1(Sdi+1X)
in B(A∗(Sd
iX)) and hence
∆n−(∗−1)(SdiX)→ T ∆lf∗−1(Sdi+1X)
is a chain equivalence in B(A∗(Sd
iX)) as claimed.
So suppose B > 0. For all vj > B + 1 we can find an interval J := [vj− , vj+ ] ⊂ [1,∞)
containing (vj − B, vj + B). Since t1(X × J) is f.d. and l.f. it satisfies the conditions of the
Poincare´ duality squeezing theorem; let
ǫ = ǫ(t1(X × J)), i = i(t1(X × J))
be as given by this theorem.
By Remark 6.10 there exists a k > i such that
t−kφ : t−k∆n+1−∗(t1(X × R))→ t−kT ∆lf∗ (Sd t1(X × R))
is a chain equivalence in Gt−k(X×R)(A) with bound less than
ǫ
3 . By Example 7.11 we have that
t−k∆n+1−∗(t1(X × R)) = Sdk∆n+1−∗(t1(X × R))
t−kT ∆lf∗ (Sd t1(X × R)) = T Sdk∆lf∗ (Sd t1(X × R)),
so we view t−kφ as an ǫ3 -controlled chain equivalence
Sdk∆
n+1−∗(t1(X × R))→ T Sdk∆lf∗ (Sd t1(X × R)).
Proceeding as in Theorem 7.10 we form the composition
((rSd t1(X×R))D)T0,Tit
−kφ(rt1(X×R))
C : ∆n+1−∗(t1(X × R))→ T ∆lf∗ (Sd t1(X × R))
for C = ∆n+1−∗(t1(X × R)) and D = ∆lf∗ (Sd t1(X × R)). The composition is a chain equiva-
lence which, by the proof of Theorem 7.10, restricts to a B(A∗(t
1(X × J))) chain equivalence
in a neighbourhood of t1(X × {vj}). Hence we get equation (34) as in the B = 0 case and the
result follows. 
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APPENDIX
Lemma 7.13. Let σ ⊂ RN be an simplex linearly embedded in euclidean space. Then
comesh(Sdσ) >
rad(σ)
|σ|(|σ|+ 1) .
Proof. All the edges of σ have length at least 2rad(σ) hence σ contains a regular |σ|-simplex τ
with edges all of length 2rad(σ) inside it. As τ ⊂ σwemust have comesh(Sd τ) 6 comesh(Sdσ).
As τ is regular, the length of the shortest edge in Sd τ is equal to rad(τ) which is
rad(σ)
√
2√|σ|(|σ| + 1) .
Thus each simplex ρ ∈ Sd τ contains a regular |ρ|-simplex with edge length equal to
rad(σ)
√
2√|σ|(|σ| + 1) .
This regular |ρ|-simplex thus has radius
rad(σ)
√
2√|σ|(|σ| + 1) 1√2|ρ|(|ρ|+ 1) > rad(σ)|σ|(|σ| + 1)
so the result follows. 
Lemma 7.14. The maps s∗ and r∗ defined in the proof of Theorem 3.4 are chain maps.
Proof. In the following, for a statement S, 1{S} will denote the indicator function:
1{S} :=
{
1, S true
0, S false.
In verifying s∗ is a chain map we split into four cases:
σ̂ ∗ r(σ̂) 6 ρ˜: Let ρ˜ = σ̂∗ ≈σ ∗ ≈ρ where r(σ̂) ∈≈σ< σ and ≈ρ∈ link(σ,X). We consider the
component
(s∗dC − dSdr Cs∗)ρ˜,τ,n
and show it is zero for all τ . Note that it is trivially zero unless τ = σ∗ ≈τ for some ≈ρ6≈τ so we
assume this in the following.
(s∗dC − dSdr Cs∗)ρ˜,τ,n =
∑
≈
ρ6
≈
ρ′6
≈
τ
(s∗)
σ̂∗
≈
σ∗
≈
ρ,σ∗
≈
ρ′,n−1
(dC)
σ∗
≈
ρ′,σ∗
≈
τ ,n
−
∑
≈
σ6
≈
σ′< σ
≈
ρ6
≈
ρ′6
≈
τ
(dSdr C)
σ̂∗
≈
σ∗
≈
ρ,σ̂∗
≈
σ′∗
≈
ρ′,n
(s∗)
σ̂∗
≈
σ′∗
≈
ρ′,σ∗
≈
τ ,n
=
∑
≈
σ6
≈
σ′= σ
≈
ρ6
≈
ρ′6
≈
τ
(−1)n(dC)≈
σ∗
≈
ρ,σ∗
≈
ρ′,σ∗
≈
τ ,n
−
∑
≈
σ6
≈
σ′< σ
≈
ρ6
≈
ρ′6
≈
τ
(−1)n+1(dC)≈
σ∗
≈
ρ,
≈
σ′∗
≈
ρ′,σ∗
≈
τ ,n
= (−1)n
∑
≈
σ∗
≈
ρ6ρ6σ∗
≈
τ
(dC)≈
σ∗
≈
ρ,ρ,σ∗
≈
τ ,n
= (−1)n(d2C)≈σ∗≈ρ,σ∗≈τ = 0.
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σ̂ ∈ ρ˜, r(σ̂) /∈ ρ˜: Let ρ˜ = σ̂∗ ≈σ ∗ ≈ρ with r(σ̂) /∈≈σ< σ, ≈ρ∈ link(σ,X). Again for non-triviality
we assume that τ = σ∗ ≈τ for ≈ρ6≈τ . Let r−1(σ) denote the simplex σ̂ ∗ r(σ̂)⊥ where r(σ̂)⊥ is the
codimension subsimplex of σ not containing r(σ̂).
(s∗dC − dSdr Cs∗)ρ˜,τ,n = 1{r(σ̂∗≈σ)=σ}(dC)σ∗≈ρ,σ∗≈τ ,n
− (1 − 1
{r(σ̂∗
≈
σ)=σ}
)(dSdr C)σ̂∗≈σ∗
≈
ρ,σ̂∗r(σ̂)∗
≈
σ∗
≈
ρ,n
(s∗)
σ̂∗r(σ̂)∗
≈
σ∗
≈
ρ,σ∗
≈
τ ,n
−
∑
≈
σ6
≈
σ′6 r(σ̂)⊥
≈
ρ6
≈
ρ′6
≈
τ
(dSdr C)
σ̂∗
≈
σ∗
≈
ρ,σ̂∗
≈
σ′∗
≈
ρ′,n
(s∗)
σ̂∗
≈
σ′∗
≈
ρ′,σ∗
≈
τ ,n
= 1
{r(σ̂∗
≈
σ)=σ}
(dC)
σ∗
≈
ρ,σ∗
≈
τ ,n
− (−1)n(−1)n+1(1− 1
{r(σ̂∗
≈
σ)=σ}
)(dC)
r(σ̂)∗
≈
σ∗
≈
ρ,σ∗
≈
τ ,n
−
∑
≈
ρ6
≈
ρ′6
≈
τ
(dSdr C)
σ̂∗
≈
σ∗
≈
ρ,r−1(σ)∗
≈
ρ′,n
(s∗)
r−1(σ)∗
≈
ρ′,σ∗
≈
τ ,n
= 0.
Where we note that (dC)
σ∗
≈
ρ,σ∗
≈
τ ,n
= (dC)
r(σ̂)∗
≈
σ∗
≈
ρ,σ∗
≈
τ ,n
in the case that r(σ̂∗ ≈σ) = σ and the
last term only contributes −(dC)
r(σ̂)∗
≈
σ∗
≈
ρ,σ∗
≈
τ ,n
from the
≈
ρ′=
≈
τ term in the sum.
σ̂ /∈ ρ˜, r(σ̂) ∈ ρ˜: As before we write ρ˜ =≈σ ∗ ≈ρ where r(σ˜) ∈≈σ< σ and ≈ρ∈ link(σ,X).
The only non-trivial τ to check are τ = σ∗ ≈τ for ≈ρ6≈τ and τ =≈τ> ρ˜. So suppose the former:
(s∗dC − dSdr Cs∗)ρ˜,τ,n = (s∗)≈σ∗≈ρ,≈σ∗≈ρ,n−1(dC)≈σ∗≈ρ,σ∗≈τ ,n
− (dSdr C)≈σ∗≈ρ,σ̂∗≈σ∗≈ρ,n(s∗)σ̂∗≈σ∗≈ρ,σ∗≈τ ,n
−
∑
≈
σ6
≈
σ′< σ
≈
ρ6
≈
ρ′6
≈
τ
(dSdr C)≈
σ∗
≈
ρ,
≈
σ′∗
≈
ρ′,n
(s∗)≈
σ′∗
≈
ρ′,σ∗
≈
τ ,n
= (dC)≈
σ∗
≈
ρ,σ∗
≈
τ ,n
− 0
− (dSdr C)≈σ∗≈ρ,r−1(σ)∗≈τ ,n(s∗)r−1(σ)∗≈τ ,σ∗≈τ ,n = 0.
Here the second term contributes 0 since (s∗)≈
σ∗
≈
ρ,
≈
σ∗
≈
ρ,n−1
6= 0 only if ≈σ= r(σ̂)⊥ which is not
possible as r(σ̂) ∈≈σ.
Suppose now the latter: τ =
≈
τ> ρ˜. Then
(s∗dC − dSdr Cs∗)ρ˜,τ,n = (s∗)ρ˜,ρ˜,n−1(dC)ρ˜,τ,n −
∑
ρ˜6ρ6τ
(dSdr C)ρ˜,ρ,n(s∗)ρ,τ,n
= (dC)ρ˜,τ,n − (dC)ρ˜,τ,n = 0.
σ̂ /∈ ρ˜, r(σ̂) /∈ ρ˜: For a non-trivial computation we assume that ρ˜ 6 τ ∈ X , but τ may or may
not also be a simplex in X ′ dependent on whether it contains σ or not.
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(s∗dC − dSdr Cs∗)ρ˜,τ,n = (s∗)ρ˜,ρ˜,n−1(dC)ρ˜,τ,n
− 1{τ∈X′}(dSdr C)ρ˜,τ,n(s∗)τ,τ,n
− 1
{τ=σ∗
≈
τ}
(dSdr C)ρ˜,σ̂∗r(σ̂)⊥∗≈τ ,n(s∗)σ̂∗r(σ̂)⊥∗≈τ ,σ∗≈τ ,n
= (dC)ρ˜,τ,n − 1{τ∈X′}(dC)ρ˜,τ,n − 1{τ /∈X′}(dC)ρ˜,τ,n = 0.
Next we verify that r∗ chain map by showing that (r∗dSdr C − dCr∗)τ,ρ˜,n = 0 for all τ ∈ X ,
ρ˜ ∈ X ′:
(r∗dSdr C − dCr∗)τ,ρ˜,n = 1{σ̂r(σ̂)∈ρ˜}1{r(ρ˜)=τ=r(σ̂)∗≈τ }(r∗)τ,τ,n−1(dSdr C)τ,ρ˜,n
+ 1{σ̂r(σ̂)∈ρ˜}1{r(ρ˜)=τ=r(σ̂)∗≈τ }(r∗)τ,σ̂∗≈τ (dSdr C)σ̂∗≈τ ,ρ˜,n
+ 1{τ6r(ρ˜)}
⋃
ρ˜′6ρ˜
1{σ̂r(σ̂)/∈ρ˜}(r∗)τ,ρ˜′,n−1(dSdr C)ρ˜′,ρ˜,n
+ 1{τ6r(ρ˜)}1{σ̂r(σ̂)/∈ρ˜}(dC)τ,r(ρ˜),n(r∗)r(ρ˜),ρ˜,n
= 1{σ̂r(σ̂)∈ρ˜}1{r(ρ˜)=τ}
(
(−1)n+1idC(τ) + (−1)nidC(τ)
)
+ 1{τ6r(ρ˜)}1{σ̂r(σ̂)/∈ρ˜}
(
(dC)τ,r(ρ˜),n − (dC)τ,r(ρ˜),n
)
= 0

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